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2. About this document

2.1. Legend

The following symbols and formats will be used throughout the document.

Important
Gives you important information about the subject.
Please read carefully!

Hint
Gives you a hint or provides additional information about a subject.

Example
Gives you an example of a specific subject.

2.2. Links

DewesoftX® homepage: http://www.dewesoft.com
you can download DewesoftX® Modules when you go to: Support - Downloads – Plugins

Microsoft®® SQL Server homepage: http://www.Microsoft®.com/en-us/server-cloud/products/sql-server/
MySQL database homepage: http://www.mysql.com/

2.3. Platform

DewesoftX® and Dewesoft X3 have  32-bit or 64-bit installation versions. Previously, Dewesoft X2 only
supported 32-bit.

Hint
Note that the 64-bit DewesoftX® version also needs 64-bit versions of the Modules. At the time
of writing this documentation not all Modules were available as 64-bit versions and some older
Modules may never be converted.

DewesoftX® Online Data Export Module V21-1 6/94
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If you are not sure which DewesoftX® version you
have installed, you can easily see it in the About
dialogue:

When the DewesoftX® version ends with (64-bit)
then you have the 64-bit version, otherwise it is
the 32-bit version.

illustration 1: Open the About dialogue

Illustration 2: About dialogue 64-bit

2.4. Compatibility

This Module is compatible with:
● Dewesoft X2 or higher
● MySQL 5.6
● SQL Server 2014 Express Edition

2.5. Files and Directories

The actual location of the directories on your computer may vary depending on your computer's local
settings and the settings you chose when installing DewesoftX®.

2.5.1. Important DewesoftX® Directories
The following tables show the default paths of your DewesoftX® installation. Note, that the paths may be
different, depending on your operating system, DewesoftX® version and language settings.
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2.5.1.1. DewesoftX® Measurement Unit [recommended]

Name Explanation Platfor
m

Default path

Bin Contains DEWEsoft.exe 32-bit C:\Dewesoft\Bin

64-bit C:\Dewesoft\Bin64

Addons The files for AddOns (.dll, mth) must be
copied into this directory

32-bit C:\Dewesoft\Bin\Addons

64-bit C:\Dewesoft\Bin64\Addons64

Data older for the measurement data files C:\Dewesoft\Data

Setups Folder for the setup files C:\Dewesoft\Setups

System Folder for the project files C:\Dewesoft\System

Log Folder for the log files C:\Dewesoft\System\Logs

The paths may be different depending on your DewesoftX® version and the language of your operating
system.

2.6. Licensing

This Module requires a valid DewesoftX® license. To test this module you can use an Evaluation license
which can be requested from our website.

2.6.1. Requesting an Evaluation license

You can request an Evaluation license from our
homepage: http://www.dewesoft.com/registration

(1) Click on Evaluation license
(2) Fill out all the required fields
(3) Click the Request license button

Illustration 3: Request Evaluation License
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2.6.2. Activating the Evaluation license
When you have received your trial licence key, open DewesoftX®, go to Settings - Settings, select
Licensing (1) from the list. Click on Create new license (2) and enter the License number (3).

Then click the small arrow (4) for
ONLINE license registration.

After your license has been validated by our
servers, the new license will show up in the list of
Active licenses.

Illustration 4: Enter license key Illustration 5: Valid trial license

2.7. Module Installation
Make sure to use the correct file for your platform (see chapter Platform):

Platform Module file Example of Modules Folder

32 - bit
Copy the file:

ODE.dll to C:\Dewesoft\Bin\Addons

64 - bit ODE64.dll to C:\Dewesoft\Bin64\Addons64

Then you can start DewesoftX® and register the Module (aka. Extension). Click Options - Settings…,
select Extensions then click the plus sign. You will find the Online Data Export Module in the list and can
activate it (i.e. click the check-box  in Illustration 6) - If the Module does not show up in the list, you may
need to register it first (see chapter Registering the Module)

Illustration 6: Enable Module
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2.7.1. Registering the Module

Before you can use any modules in DewesoftX®, they must be registered once.
When DewesoftX® is started it will try to register all Modules (dll files) that it finds in the Modules folder.
But in order to do that, DewesoftX® requires administrator permissions (because it must write to the
Windows® registry). When DewesoftX® is not started with administrator permissions, the registration
cannot be done automatically and must be performed manually.

When the Module does not show up in the
Extensions list, you must press the Refresh
button (see  in Illustration 7). Note: you may need
to start DewesoftX® as administrator (depending
on the UAC settings of your Windows
user/installation). Also make sure that you use the
correct dll file for your platform (32-bit or 64-bit):
see chapter Platform

When you have pressed the Refresh button, then
you will see the registration Window in
Illustration 8 for a short time. After that, you must
restart DewesoftX®.

Illustration 7: Extensions: Refresh button

Illustration 8: Registration Window

2.8. Input Fields

To configure the Module you must enter information in edit fields. This chapter gives a short overview of
the general features of the edit-fields that are used in the Module.

2.8.1. Input Confirmation

When you change the value of an input field, the background color of the
input field will turn yellow to indicate that you have changed something and
that this change has not been confirmed yet. Your input will automatically be
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confirmed when setting the focus to another input field (i.e. by clicking with
the mouse or by pressing the Tab key). You can also press Return  to manually
confirm your change.

After the input has been confirmed the background color of the input field
will be white again (or red/orange, when there are errors/warnings.

2.8.2. Input Warnings/Errors

An invalid input may cause a warning and error.
Warnings will be highlighted in orange, errors in
red. When you hover over the input field you will
see a hint with a detailed description of what is
wrong:

2.9. Data Grid

Data Grids show information in tabular form. This chapter will explain some details and features of
data-grids in general: i.e. these features will be available for most of the data-grids in the Module.

2.9.1. Search-Box & Count-label
The search box can be used to easily filter the grid, so that it only shows rows that contain the search
text. The count label on the right side of the search box shows information about the rows in the grid. It
can show the total number of rows, the number of filtered rows and the number of currently selected
rows (you can hover over the label to see a hint).

This is best explained with a simple example:

In Illustration 9 the grid has 18 rows, the filter box
is empty and no rows are selected. In this case the
count label shows the total number of rows in the
grid: in this example 18.

Illustration 9: Grid: no selection

When we now select 2 rows in the grid (see
chapter Multi select), the label shows 2 of 18 (2
rows of the total 18 rows are selected).

Illustration 10: Grid: selected
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Now let's enter the text RMS in the search box.
You can see that the grid is immediately filtered
and only the rows that match our input text are
shown (the matching part of the text will be
shown in red in most columns).

The count label changed and now shows 8 (18) to
indicate that only 8 of the total 18 rows are visible.
To clear the filter, you can:

● simple delete the text in the search-box
● press the X-icon on the right side
● press the Esc button (while the focus is on

the search-box)

Illustration 11: Grid: filtered

When you now select one of the 2 filtered rows
the count label will change again to: 2 of 8 (18) to
indicate that 2 rows of the 8 filtered rows are
selected – and that there are 18 rows in total.

Illustration 12 Also shows the hint that will appear
when you hover the mouse over the count label. Illustration 12: Grid: filtered and selected

2.9.2. Header pop-up

When you right-click on the header row of the
channel grid, you can specify which columns you
want to see (i.e. show/hide columns) and you can
also sort/unsort the grid by certain columns.

Illustration 13: Grid: Header Popup

2.9.3. Multi select
You can select and edit multiple rows at once.

1. left-click a cell and hold the mouse button
2. move the mouse (while still holding down the mouse button) to the target cell and then
release the mouse button

The selected cells will now be surrounded by a black rectangle. When you now click into the selected
region, you can change the Used status of all selected cells at once.

Hint
This does also work for text-columns: i.e. you can select several cells of the Name column and
change all selected names at once.
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Illustration 14: Grid: Multi Select

3. Quick start

This chapter will give a brief example regarding how to use the Module. We will start with the default
settings and show how to do the setup of the Module so that we can write some measurement data into
the database and the same data to .csv files.

3.1. Prerequisites

This example assumes that the database server has already been set up correctly. Note, that you can
follow this quick start example with any of the supported databases. When a chapter is specific to a
special database system (MySQL and SQL Server), the topic will explicitly mention that.

3.1.1. MySQL server
The MySQL database must already be installed and configured correctly. In our case we assume that:

● the database server is installed on the same PC as DewesoftX®
● the database server accepts connections to the default MySQL port 3306
● a database-schema called ode exists
● The ODE database is owned by a user called dev with password dewesoft.

Ask your database administrator to do this setup.

3.1.2. SQL server
The SQL Server database must already be installed and configured correctly. In our case we assume that:

● the database server is installed on the same PC as DewesoftX®
● the database server accepts connections to the default SQL Server port 1433
● the database instance is called SQLEXPRESS a database-catalogue called ds exists
● the default database-schema dbo is used and the ds catalogue is owned by a user called dev

with password dewesoft.
Ask your database administrator to do this setup.

3.2. Module Settings

After you have installed the Module (see chapter Module Installation), start DewesoftX® and go to
Options – Settings…:

DewesoftX® Online Data Export Module V21-1 13/94
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Illustration 15: Settings

Go to the Extensions section (1). In the grid at the left, look for the row with the name ODE (2) and select
it. If you don't find it, see: 1.7 Module Installation on page 4.

Now the Module-Settings of the ODE Module will be shown in the main area of the Settings dialogue.
Since we only have one DewesoftX® instance that writes data to the database, we can ignore the
Device-Id field for now. You will notice that both export engines (Database and CSV) are activated and
the Database engine has an error (the color of the check-box text is red), because the configuration is
still missing. Thus, we click the Db Setup… button (3) to open the Database Settings dialogue

DewesoftX® Online Data Export Module V21-1 14/94
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Illustration 16: Settings: empty

The first thing to do is to select the corresponding database (the radio-groups at the left-top of the
dialogue).

3.2.1. Database Settings: MySQL

Just enter Username, Schema and Password – use the default values for Server and Port – click the Test
button to see if the connection works.

In Illustration 17 you can see that the status indication label shows that the connection is okay. This
means that the ODE Module could open a connection to the database-server on localhost at port 3306
with the provided schema, username and password.

Note: We need not change the advanced settings – the default settings should be okay for most
cases.

Illustration 17: MySql: HwSetup is okay

3.2.2. Database Settings: SQL Server
Enter Username, Password, Instance, Schema and Catalog – use the default values for Server and Port –
click the Test button  to see if the connection works.

In Illustration 18 you can see that the status indication label shows that the connection is okay. This
means that the ODE Module could open a connection to the database-server on localhost at port 1433
with the provided login information.
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Hint
We need not change the advanced settings – the default settings should be okay for most
cases.

Note that the Schema will show a warning. This is because the schema does not contain any database
tables yet. After we have created the database tables, this warning will be gone. So you can ignore it for
now and click Ok to close the dialogue.

Illustration 18: SQL Server: HwSetup is okay

3.3. Channel Setup

The basic channel setup will be the same no matter what database you have selected in
Module-Settings.

For this test, we will activate all 8 analog demo
channels (set them to Used) and we set the
sample rate to 1000Hz.

Next, we create one RMS statistics channel for
each of the analog channels with a block size of
one second.

DewesoftX® Online Data Export Module V21-1 16/94
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Illustration 19: Analogue Ch. Setup

Illustration 20: Math Ch. Setup

The next step is to configure the sampling groups of the ODE Module: we will create 2 sampling groups.

3.3.1. Group RmsData
The default setup of the ODE Module will contain one Sampling Group called 1Hz. Double click the entry
in the grid, to edit this sampling group. We will change the Group name (1) to RmsData. We will activate
the .csv feature (2) and switch the Interval from Frequency to Time : the default value for the Time is
already 1s (5) which happens to match the block size of our Math statistics channels.

Illustration 21: Group RmsData

DewesoftX® Online Data Export Module V21-1 17/94
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Notes:
● The current Interval setting means that the Module will write one row to the database (and to the

.csv file) every second during storing.
● The File Path+Name of the csv export engine contains 2 variables: Ode.CsvFileDir and

Ode.CsvFileName. The actual value that is used in this case is
C:\Dewesoft\Exports\RmsData_Test.csv see chapter Csv settings for more details

● Note that the value for the database Table Name contains a variable Ode.DbDefTableName.The
actual table name that is used is the value of this variable: RmsData in our case.

● In the Database group you can see that the status indication shows ERROR . The reason for this
is that the database does not contain a table called RmsData yet. Don't worry about this – we will
create the database tables soon and then the error will be gone: see chapter Creating the
Database Tables.

That's it for the first group. Press Ok to accept the changes.

3.4. Group AnalogueData

Now we will add a second sampling group which will record the analog channels at full speed. Just click
the Add button above the grid and enter the group name: AnalogData (1). Make sure that the Full
Sample Rate radio group (2) is activated:

Illustration 22: Group: AnalogueData

Click Ok to accept the changes. Now we have created both sampling groups. But groups without any
assigned channels are quite useless, so we will assign channels to the groups in the next chapter:
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3.4.1. Channels
When you go to the Channels tab-sheet, you will see a list of all available channels. None of these
channels have groups assigned yet (the group is OFF), which means that they will not be stored in the
database or .csv file.

Assigning a group to channels is easy and can be
done directly in the grid. The easiest way is to use
the multi-select feature (see also: chapter Multi
select) of the grid.

(1) Click the left mouse button in the first cell
that you want to select and hold the
mouse button

(2) Now move the mouse (while still holding
down the left mouse button) to the last
cell that you want to select and then
release the left mouse button

Now the rows 1 to 8 are selected: you can see that
the colour of the rows is darker and that there is a
black rectangle around the selected cells in the
Group column.

Illustration 23: Multiselect

Now you can click on any of the selected cells in
the Group column to show the Group drop-down
list (see Illustration 24). Select AnalogData.

Illustration 24: Group drow-down

Next, we want to assign the group RmsData to all
the Math statistics channels. The easiest way is to
use the Filter feature (see also: chapter
Search-Box & Count-labe) of the grid. Enter the
text RMS into the Search Box box (1). Now the grid
will only show rows where any of the cells contain
the text RMS.

Now just select all the rows in the grid (like we did
before for the analogue channels) and assign the
group RmsData (2). The grid should now look like
Illustration 25.

When you are done click the clear button (3) to
clear the Search Box, so that all channels are
shown again.

Hint: now is a good time to save the setup. For the

Illustration 25: RmsData channels
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MySQL example, we call the setup
Doc_MySql_Quickstart.d7s and for the SQL Server
example, we call it: Doc_SqlServer_Quickstart.d7s.

Note: you will notice that the Db Field column has
a red background colour to indicate an error. The
problem is the same as for the table-name in the
sampling groups: the database field does not
exist yet.

3.4.1.1. Custom channel settings
Now we will make one more change to our setup to show how to override the default configuration
settings. Open the setup of the channel AI 1 (just click the Setup button in the corresponding row of the
grid) and change:

● Integer/Decimal places to 3/1
● Field name to Channel1
● and Data type to Decimal

Illustration 26: Custom channel settings

In chapter 2.3.5 Creating the Database Tables on page 15 you will see that this actually changes the DDL
statement for the database schema.

Hint
Usually it's a good idea to stick to the defaults: i.e. the database-field name should be the same
as the name of the channel in DewesoftX®. Then it's easier to see which field name belongs to
which channel.

3.4.2. Csv settings
As mentioned in 2.3.1 Group RmsData on page 11, the CSV file name uses 2 variables: Ode.CsvFileDir and
Ode.CsvFileName.To see where they are defined, we check the CSV settings tab-sheet in the channel
setup.
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When you look at the definition of the default .csv
file name, you can see that it starts with the
variable Ode.DeviceId. The value of this variable is
defined in the Module-Settings and we decided
to let this variable be the empty string (see
chapter Module Settings). Thus this variable will
just result in an empty string and will not appear
in the result.

Illustration 27: Default .csv file name

3.4.3. Creating the Database Tables

Now it's time to get rid of the database validation
errors.

Go to the Sampling Groups tab-sheet, select all
sampling groups in the grid and then click the
Script button in the toolbar. You should see a
message like in Illustration 28. The Module has
now used the Database definitions that we have
made in the Sampling Groups (the database
table name) and in the Channels (the field
names) to create a SQL DDL script. This script has
been copied to the Windows clipboard so that
you can paste it into the database application (or
send it via email to our Database administrator,
etc.)

Illustration 28: Create Script

3.4.3.1. Create Tables: MySQL

When you are using MySQL, your database administrator can execute the script directly in the MySQL
Workbench. Just open a new SQL editor, paste the script and execute it to create the 2 tables.
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Illustration 29: MySQL workbench: create database tables

Look at the 2nd CREATE TABLE statement and notice that we have changed the name and data-type of
the analog channel AI 1: see chapter Custom channel settings.

After executing the script, the database schema matches your specified setup – but DewesoftX® will still
show the error indication for the table name and database fields. This is because the database
meta-data is not automatically updated. You must click the DB Refresh button (5.2.5.1 DB Refresh on
page 60) once and then all the error indicators should turn to green.

3.4.3.2. Create Tables: SQL Server
When you are using SQL Server, your database administrator can execute the script directly in the
Microsoft® SQL Server Management Studio. Just open a new SQL editor, paste the script and execute it
to create the 2 tables.
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Illustration 30: MySQL workbench: create database tables

Look at the 2nd CREATE TABLE statement and notice that we have changed the name and data-type of
the analog channel AI 1: see 2.3.3.1 Custom channel settings on page 14.

After executing the script, the database schema matches your specified setup – but DewesoftX® will still
show the error indication for the table name and database fields. This is because the database
meta-data is not automatically updated. You must click the DB Refresh button (5.2.5.1 DB Refresh on
page 60) once, then  the error indicators should turn to green.

3.4.4. Storing data
This concludes the setup.. Now go to Measure mode and start storing. The Module will automatically
start to stream the measurement data to the database and (at the same time) write the .csv files.

During storing you can now look at updated data in the Database.

i.e. enter select count commands in the SQL editor window:

select count(*) from RmsData;
select count(*) from AnalogueData;

You will notice that the AnalogueData table has way more rows than the RmsData table, since we write
1000 rows per second to the AnalogueData table, but only one row per second to the RmsData table.
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In the DewesoftX® Exports directory you will find
the .csv files.

Also here the file for the AnalogueData group will
be much bigger than the file for the RmsData
group.

Illustration 31: Export directory
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4. Database feature

The database feature of the ODE Module can write the measurement data during storing into the
database.

4.1. Database – Module-Settings

The Database feature is per default activated: see the Database checkbox in Illustration 32.

When the Database feature is activated, you can press the Db Setup… button to specify the database
configuration. Some settings will be specific on the database that you select, others (Advanced &
Logging Settings) will be the same for all databases.

Illustration 32: Database: Module-Settings
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4.1.1. Database Selection: MySQL

Illustration 33: Database settings: MySQL

Overview of the database settings:
(1) see chapter Credentials - MySQL
(2) see chapter TCP settings - MySQL
(3) see chapter Db-Config - MySQL
(4) see chapter Connection test
(5) see chapter Advanced Settings
(6) see chapter Logging Settings

4.1.1.1. Credentials - MySQL
You must enter the Username and Password of a database user that is allowed to write data to the
database and to read the database meta-data (see also chapter Database table validation). When you
check the Show Password check-box, the text of the password will be displayed.

Hint
The password will be stored in plain-text in the Module-Settings and everyone who has access
to the Module-Settings can see the password. You may use the Security settings of the Project
to password-protect the Module-Settings.

4.1.1.2. TCP settings - MySQL
You must enter the database Server and Port number, so that the ODE Module can open a TCP/IP
connection to the database server. Ask your Windows® administrator to make sure that no security
programs (i.e. firewalls) block access to the specified server and port.
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Depending on your network setup you can enter an IP address or the name of the Server. If the
database is installed on the same server as DewesoftX®, you can use 127.0.0.1 or localhost.

The default port for the MySQL database is 3306.

4.1.1.3. Db-Config - MySQL
Enter the name of the database schema for the database tables. If the database connection is okay and
online, you can click the ellipses button … to select an existing schema.

Illustration 34: MySQL: Schema selection

4.1.2. Database Selection: SQL Server

Illustration 35: Database settings: SQL Server

Overview of the database settings:
(1) see chapterCredentials – SQL Server
(2) see chapter TCP settings
(3) see chapter Db Config – SQL Server
(4) see chapter Connection test
(5) see chapter Advanced Settings
(6) see chapter Logging Settings
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4.1.2.1. Credentials – SQL Server
You must enter the Username and Password of a database user that is allowed to write data to the
database and to read the database meta-data (see also chapterDatabase table validation).
When you check the Show Password check-box, the text of the password will be displayed.

Hint
The password will be stored in plain-text in the Module-Settings and everyone who has access
to the Module-Settings can see the password. You may use the Security settings of the Project
to password-protect the Module-Settings.

Important
You must use SQL server authentication. The ODE Module does not support Windows
Authentication for the SQL Server user.

4.1.2.2. TCP settings
You must enter the database Server and Port number, so that the ODE Module can open a TCP/IP
connection to the database server. Ask your Windows® administrator to make sure that no security
programs (i.e. firewalls) block access to the specified server and port.

Depending on your network setup you can enter an IP address or the name of the Server. If the
database is installed on the same server as DewesoftX®, you can use 127.0.0.1 or localhost.

The default port for the SQL Server database is 1433.

4.1.2.3. Db Config – SQL Server
(1) Enter the Instance ID of your SQL Server installation
(2) Enter the Catalog that you want to use. You can also click on the ellipses button … to open a dialogue
that shows all available catalogs.

Hint
The selection dialogue will only work when all the other settings (except for the schema) are
okay.

(3) Enter the Schema that you want to use. The default schema is dbo. You can also click on the ellipses
button … to open a dialogue that shows all available schemas.

Hint
The selection dialogue will only work when all the other settings are correct. And only schemas
that have at least one table will be shown.
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Illustration 36: Db Config – SQL Server

The example screenshot of the Microsoft® SQL Server Management Studio in Illustration 37 shows the
relevant information in detail:
(1) The Instance Id of your SQL Server installation
(2) The Catalog: in this example: ds
(3) The table Schema and Table-name (separated by a dot): so in this example we see that the table
RmsData belongs to the schema dbo

Illustration 37: MSSMS example

4.1.3. Connection test
When you have entered the Credentials and the TCP settings, you can press the Test button to test the
connection.
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Hint
Make sure that no security software (i.e. Firewall, Antivirus, etc.) is blocking the TCP/IP access to
the configured Server and Port.

When you press the Test button, the Module will
try to establish a connection to the database and
read the available database schemas. The status
label will show Connecting and the Test button
will change to an Abort button.

When the connection is okay, the status label will
show: Connection is okay. This means that the
connection information is valid and that the
Module could read the metadata.

When the connection cannot be established (i.e.
the database is not running, the TCP/IP
connection cannot be established, the
connection settings are wrong, …) the status label
will show the error-message. If the error message
is too long, you can hover over the text and the
full message will be shown in the hint.

4.1.4. Advanced Settings
● Connection timeout [s]: this is the maximum time that the Module will try to establish the

connection to the database (also important when we stop storing: see also chapter Stop storing)
● Max # Db Connections: see chapter Command Thread/s
● Batch wait time [ms]: see chapter Batch write
● Max. buffer size [Mb]: This is the approximate maximum buffer size that will be used by the

sampling group buffers (see chapter Sampling Group Buffer) and by the command processor
(see chapter Command Processor).

4.1.5. Logging Settings
● Loglevel: the log level for the database-feature: Info is the default and recommended (see also:

chapter Log levels)
● No of log files: The maximum number of logfiles to create. If there are more files, the oldest one

will be deleted
● Max. file size [MB]: the maximum file-size of a single log-file.

4.2. Database Tables

The Module can only write data to the database when the database tables are correct: i.e. all the
referenced database tables must exist and they must have the referenced fields.
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The ODE Module has a feature to create database tables: see chapter Database table creation and also a
feature to validate the database schema, so that you can see problems easily (see chapter Database
table validation).

4.2.1. Database table creation

After you have configured the sampling groups (and thus the table-names) and the channels (and thus
the field-names of the data-base tables), you can then select the sampling groups and click the Script
button. The ODE Module will then generate SQL CREATE statements for all the selected tables and copy
this script to the Windows® clipboard so that you can easily paste the script into your
database-management software or send it via email to your database administrator.

Illustration 38: Script

The generated script will be different depending on the database that you have selected in the
ModuleSettings:

Table 2: Script examples
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4.2.3. Database table validation
When a setup is loaded, the Module will try to establish a connection to the database and read the
meta-data (the available database tables and their fields).
This information will be used to show the database validation status in channel setup:

● Table name validation: When the database table does not exist the Module will indicate an error
○ in the see Sampling Group: Database dialogue: see database status indicator (4) in

chapter Sampling Group: Database
○ and also in the Sampling Groups data-grid: see chapter Sampling Groups: Data Grid

● Field name validation: When there are problems with the database field (i.e. it does not exist, or
has the wrong data-type), the Module will indicate an error in:

○ in the Channel Settings Dialogue: see chapter Channel Settings Dialogue
○ and also in the Channels: Data Grid: see Channels: Data Grid

The Module will not automatically refresh this data. So if you change the database schema while the
channel setup is shown, you must manually press the DB Refresh button to update the metadata: see
chapter DB Refresh.

4.3. Database – Storing

The database feature will write the measurement data during storing into the database (i.e. at the same
time that DewesoftX® writes the DewesoftX® data-files *.dxd). This chapter explains all the details of the
storing process.

4.3.1. Batch write
During storing, the ODE Module will send data to the database in batches for optimal performance: i.e. it
is much faster to write a batch of i.e. 1000 rows at once than sending 1000 write requests with only 1 row
each. Thus the Module will not send each available row right away, but add the rows to an intermediate
buffer (see:sampling group data-buffer in chapter Command Flow & Data Buffers) and only send a batch
write request to the database server when one of the following conditions is true:

● the Batch wait time [ms] that has been configured in the Module-Settings has expired (see
chapter Advanced Settings) - default is 500ms

● the maximum batch command size (currently 3 MB) has been reached
● the storing has been stopped (see also chapter Stop storing)

4.3.2. Command Flow & Data Buffers
The database Module does not write the data directly to the database for several reasons: i.e. writing
batches has much better performance (see chapter Batch write), we may need to wait until the
pre-trigger time has elapsed, the database connection may be lost, etc. Instead, the Module will group
multiple write operations in a single command and execute these batch commands.

There are several buffers involved which can be best explained by looking at the following diagram:
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Illustration 39: Database: Command Flow

4.3.2.1. Sampling Group Buffer
Each sampling group will have its own buffer: the Sampling Group Buffer. The total size of all of these
buffers is the Max. buffer size [Mb] that you can specify in the Module-Settings (see chapter Advanced
Settings).

Example
In the example in Illustration 39 we have 3 sampling groups (the green cubes). When the value
of the Max. buffer size [Mb] is 30Mb, then each of the 3 Sampling Group buffers can grow to a

maximum of 10Mb.

Note: the buffer size for one sampling group will never be lower than twice the maximum batch
command size (see also chapter Batch write) which is currently 6MB (2*3MB).

When you start storing in DewesoftX®, the ODE Module will try to establish a database
connection and then it will read the meta-data (i.e. the existing database tables and the fields of these
tables). This will take some time (i.e. some hundred milliseconds). During this time DewesoftX® will be
acquiring data. This data will be added to the Sampling Group buffers. When the metadata has been
read from the database each sampling group will be validated (i.e. does the Database-Table exist, do the
Fields exist and have the expected data-types, ..). When the validation is complete the data in the
sampling group buffer will be added to a Bulk Insert command (see chapter1 Batch write) which is
passed to the Command Processor (see chapter below).

When the sampling group is invalid (i.e. because the specified database table does not exist), the data in
the Sampling Group buffer of the group will be discarded (no data can be stored).

If the database meta-data command should not return for a long time, the sampling group buffer will
fill up. When the maximum size is reached, the oldest data in the buffer will be discarded (a warning
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message will be written to the logfile and to the ODE: Status Channel): this situation is explained in
detail in chapter: Performance Monitoring.

4.3.2.2. Command Processor
The Command Processor will receive all the commands from the Sampling Groups and store them in
an intermediate buffer: the Command Buffer.

The max. the size of the Command Buffer is the Max. buffer size [Mb] that you can specify in the
Module-Settings (see chapter Advanced Settings). When the command buffer is full, the oldest
commands in the Command Buffer will be discarded (until the buffer fill grade is below 90%).

Hint
You can check the number of commands in the command buffer and also the approx. total size
of the command buffer during storing. The Module provides 2 channels for this: #commands,
and Buffer Size: see chapter Database: Status channels i.e. when you unplug the network-cable

during storing (so that the database server is not reachable anymore), you can see that these
values will increase until the buffer is full. If you reconnect the network cable before the buffer
runs full, you will not lose any data: the Module will just continue to send all commands in the
buffer until the buffer is empty.

When the data-base connection is available, the command processor will pass the commands to the
Command Thread/s. The size of the Command Processor buffer can be monitored with the
BufferSizeInBytes channel.

4.3.2.3. Command Thread/s
Each command thread will have a database connection and will write one command (i.e. multiple rows)
to the database.

The number of available command threads can be specified via the Max # Db Connections value in
Module-Settings (see chapter Advanced Settings). In other words: this is the maximum number of
database connections that the Module will open during the measurement.

So when you set a value higher than 1 the ODE Module will use multiple threads that will all write data in
parallel to the database.
Multiple simultaneous database connections may increase the data-throughput (see also Multiple
database connections), but a  value that is too large may reduce the maximum throughput! Choose the
value carefully and in accordance to your database administrator. Also keep in mind the maximum
number of database connections that the database can handle (especially when you have multiple
DewesoftX® instances that write to the database at the same time) .

4.3.3. Database: Status channels

The database feature has some status channels that you can use to monitor the write performance. You
can configure the channels in the Database tab-sheet of the channel setup:
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Illustration 40: Database – Status channels

4.3.3.1. Status Channel Interpretation

Hint
Since DewesoftX® will close the DewesoftX® data-file immediately when you stop storing, the
ODE Module will terminate as it cannot write anymore data to the data-file. Thus the last
value/s of the status channels are from the time when the storing was stopped. The database

Module may continue to work after storing has stopped (i.e. send remaining commands in the
buffer, to the database), this remaining work will NOT affect those channels. As a result of this
instance,  you cannot tell with certainty, if all data has been written to the database correctly
when you look at the status channels.

4.3.3.2. Auto-Generated Display-Screen
When you have activated the Automatic Display Generation feature of DewesoftX® in the Project
Settings, then the ODE Module will automatically create a status display screen with all relevant status
channels.

Illustration 41: Auto Displays
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Illustration 42: Auto generated ODE Status screen

You can see that this ODE Status screen is automatically created, because it has a small gear-tooth icon
at the right top. Conveniently,  this automatically created display will also be automatically updated
when you change the setup (i.e. when you add or remove sampling groups) – as long as you do not
manually modify the screen (i.e. when you switch to Design and rearrange the visual controls).

4.3.3.3. Status channel: #commands
This channel will show you how many commands are currently in the buffer and have not been sent to
the database. See chapter Command Processor for a more detailed explanation.

If there are any commands left when you stop storing (see chapter Stop storing +), the ODE Module will
show you a dialogue (see Illustration 51).

4.3.3.4. Status channel: Buffer size
This is the approximate size of the data-buffers that the ODE Module currently uses: See chapter
Command Flow & Data Buffers for a detailed explanation. The buffer size channel is very useful to check
the write rate to the database.

4.3.3.5. Performance Monitoring
When using databases, it's always important to keep an eye on the performance. For example when you
write a lot of data (millions of rows) to the same database table, the new insert statements will become
slower over time, because the database has more administrative work to do (i.e update the table indizes,
grow the underlying os-file, etc.).

In the examples that follow, we will use the same setup that we used in chapter 2 Quick start (on page 8)
and change the dynamic acquisition rate (aka. sampling rate) to learn how to interpret the monitoring
channels. Recall that we have 8 channels that belong to our AnalogueData sampling group and 8
channels that belong to the RmsData sampling group . When we change the sampling rate, only the
AnalogueData sampling group will be affected, since we have set it to Full Sample Rate. The RmsData
sampling group will not be affected, since we have configured it to send 1 sample per second to the
database.

Prepare Screen
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First we will prepare a DewesoftX® measurement screen, so see the relevant channels (1) easily.

Hint
The same information that we want to show here, is also available on the automatically
generated display screen ODE Status of the ODE Module. Thus, when you have activated the
auto-generate display feature of DewesoftX®, you can skip this step (see chapter

Auto-Generated Display-Screen).

Illustration 43: Monitoring screen - 1kHz

The monitoring screen shows the dynamic sample rate (1000 Hz in this case), and the 2 database
monitoring channels: #commands and Buffer Size in a digital display (2) and in a recorder (3). In the
following examples we will zoom in and out in the recorder, so always make sure that you check the
range that is shown in the recorders y-Axis.

Sampling rate 1kHz
The first screenshots directly correspond to the examples that we have made so far (i.e. the dynamic
acquisition rate was 1kHz). Thus we write the following data to the database:

● 8000 values per second for the AnalogueData sampling group (8 channels @ 1kHz)
● 8 values per second for the RmsData sampling group

So we send 8008 values per second to the database server. This is not too much data and the
database-server that we use for this example can handle it easily. You can also see that the RmsData
sampling group has only a fraction of the data of the AnalogueData sampling group. Thus, we will
ignore the RmsData group in the following discussion and focus on the AnalogueData.

In Illustration 43 above, you can see that the number of commands is always 0 or 1. This is perfectly fine
and means that the insert-commands that the ODE Module executes are executed almost immediately
(i.e. the ODE Module does not need to buffer the commands and the database is fast enough to execute
the commands). The buffer size is quite low – in Illustration 43 it's hard to see that it changes at all – so
we will auto-scale the Buffersize channel in to look at the details:
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Illustration 44: Monitoring screen – 1kHz zoom medium

Now that the scale of the y-axis is changed, we can see what's going on at the buffer level. The buffer fills
up to about 50k byte and then jumps back to 0. When you measure the time between the spikes you
can see that they are about every 500ms.

When we zoom in even more,we can see all detailed sample points, when the buffer has been altered:

Illustration 45: Monitoring screen – 1kHz zoom high

We can see that the buffer size changes about every 30ms.
Now, here's the detailed explanation for these findings:

● During the normal operation DewesoftX® will call the ODE Module about every 30ms. Then the
ODE Module will read the data from all channels that you have specified in the channel setup
and write the data to the Sampling Group Buffer (see chapter Sampling Group Buffer). This is
exactly what you see in Illustration 45

● Then the ODE Module will decide if it should send the data in the buffer to the the database
server (see chapter Batch write) In our case the data will be sent when the Batch wait time [ms]
(500ms in our case) that has been configured in the Module-Settings has expired (see chapter
Advanced Settings). You can see this in Illustration 44.

The buffer is filled with data and when it's time to send the data, the buffer-size will of course decrease.
In this example this works very well – the database is fast enough to store all this data, so the
buffer-increase decrease pattern is stable.

Sampling rate 10kHz
Now we will increase the sampling rate to 10kHz:
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Illustration 46: Monitoring screen – 10kHz

This looks similar to the 1kHz example (see Illustration 44). And in fact it is, except for 2 important
differences: the sampling rate is now 10kHz (instead of 1kHz) and the max. buffer-size is now about 500k
(10 times as much as for the 1kHz example – note the scaling on the y-axis of Illustration 46). This should
not be much of a surprise.
The database is still fast enough for the 10kHz sampling rate to store all this data, so the
buffer-increase-decrease pattern is stable.

Sampling rate 50kHz
Now we will increase the sampling rate again. This time by a factor of 5 to 50kHz:

Illustration 47: Monitoring screen – 50kHz

In Illustration 47 we can see that the sampling rate is too high because we cannot write all the data into
the database fast enough. In this case, the buffer fills up and after we have sent a bulk-insert command
to the database, the buffer is not empty, because new data has been added to the buffer in the
meantime. Thus the buffer will fill up until it is eventually full (explained later). You will also notice that
the time between the spikes is now about 700 ms: i.e. after 500ms the ODE Module will try to send the
next bulk-insert command to the database, but since the last command has not finished yet, it must
wait.
Of course also the number of commands that we need to buffer will increase with the buffer size.

When we continue to store at this high sampling rate, the buffer will fill up and eventually overflow.
When the buffer is full, the ODE Module must discard some data in the buffer: i.e. this data will not be
sent to the database:
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Illustration 48: Monitoring screen – 50kHz – Buffer Overflow

In Illustration 48 you can see what happens when the buffer is full: the ODE Module will discard some
data from the buffer (the oldest 10%) and then continue to accept the new data, until the buffer is full
again, then repeat. The result of this is that there are gaps in the data of the database-table.

Hint
When we stop the measurement in this situation (i.e. when the buffer is still full), the ODE
Module will continue to work (after DewesoftX® has already stopped to write to the
DewesoftX® data-file) and try to transfer the data to the database (see chapter Stop storing).

Hint
Note, that we will not lose any data if we stop storing BEFORE the buffer is full. In other words:
you can use very high sampling rates if the measurement is short (short enough so that the
buffer does not overrun). You can increase the buffer size in Module-Settings (see chapter

Advanced Settings).

Usually you want to avoid data-gaps: i.e. you want to have all samples in your data-base. Here's what you
can do:

● it is recommended that you always monitor the buffer size – do some testing before you start a
measurement

● keep in mind, that the speed of the database may change: i.e. when tables get filled (millions of
rows), the insert commands will take longer, or when other programs read them from the same
database tables that we write to concurrently.

● set slower durations for your sampling groups or decrease the dynamic acquisition rate
● store less channels in the database
● try to increase the Max. # of DB connections: see Multiple database connections below
● increase the speed of your database: upgrade your database-server: i.e. buy a faster computer
● ask your database-administrator for the optimal database-design (i.e. when you store 500

channels into the same database table, it may be slower than writing 100 channels into 5
different database-tables, etc.)

Multiple database connections
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When the data cannot be written fast enough to the database, you can
try to increase the Max. # of DB connections in the Module-Settings. In
this example we use the same settings as in the previous chapter
(50kHz sampling rate), but this time we have increased the Max. # of
DB connections to 3 (instead of 1). This means that the ODE Module can
send 3 bulk insert commands concurrently to the database.

When we look at the BufferSize channel, we can see that the buffer does not fill up and we can now
write all 8 channels with 50kHz into the database.

Illustration 49: Monitoring screen – 50kHz – 3 concurrent database connections

Hint
It is recommended to ask your database-administrator to tell you (or better test) how many
concurrent database connections are possible and what is the optimal value. Too many
concurrent database connections may even DECREASE the insert performance. This is also very

different between different databases (i.e MySQL vs. SQL Server, ...)

4.3.3.6. Row channel: Inserted/Discarded rows

Each Sampling Group has 2 status channels: one
for the number of inserted rows and one for the
number of discarded rows: see Illustration 50. The
number of discarded rows should always remain
0: if not, then there may be problems with the
database connection or the database is too slow
to insert all the data (see also chapter
Performance Monitoring).

These channels are single-value channels: thus
they need only very little storing space in the
DewesoftX® data-file and should always be
activated: see also chapter Sampling Group: Info
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Channels. Illustration 50: Sampling Group Status channels

4.3.4. Stop storing
When you stop storing, DewesoftX® will close the DewesoftX® data-file. But the ODE Module will not
stop immediately. It will try to write the remaining data that is still in the buffers to the database. In this
case the ODE Module will show you the dialogue displayed in Illustration 51.

The dialogue will show a list of all export engines that still has some data to process (Database in
Illustration 51). It will also show the number of items that still need to be processed.  In the case of the
Database export engine this is the number of commands that will need to be sent to the database
server. The number will count down until all commands have been processed – then the dialogue will
close automatically.

Illustration 51: Work in progress

When you press the Abort button, the remaining data will be discarded (NOT written to the database)
and the dialogue is closed.

Hint
Since DewesoftX® will close the DewesoftX® data-file immediately when you stop storing, the
ODE Module cannot write anymore data to the data-file. Thus the last value of the number of
pending commands in the data-file will usually be greater than 0 (usually there is at least one

command left in the buffer when you stop storing. As explained above, the remaining
commands will be processed after you stopped storing (unless the user aborted the operation). A
consequence of this is that you cannot tell for sure, if all data has been written to the database
correctly when you look at the DewesoftX® data-file.

4.3.5. ODE: Status Channel

If the Module notices any problems during storing, it may write a textual message to the Status channel,
i.e.:

● when the database validation is not okay for a sampling group or for a single channel: see
chapter Sampling Group Buffer
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● when some data is discarded because the meta-data cannot be read from the database (see
3.3.2.1 Sampling Group Buffer on page 24)

● when the .csv file cannot be opened or already exists (see also: chapter Overwrite Mode)

4.4. Database data-types

Each data-base system supports different data-types. This chapter describes the data-types that the
ODE Module supports.

You must specify the data-type for all database fields and for the data-time field of the primary key: see
5.2.2.9 Sampling Group: Primary Key Field Properties..

You must specify the correct accuracy and precision for the data-types, otherwise the data that is
written to the database may be truncated (i.e. you lose the precision) or the data-base server may even
raise an error and not write any of the data into the database. So it is strongly recommended to consult
your database administrator and do some testing before you use your setup for important production
measurement.

Important
You should not load an ODE setup for a different database. i.e. when you create a setup for SQL
Server, you should only load this setup in a DewesoftX® project where the SQL Server database
is activated in Module-Settings. If you load a SQL Server setup for another database (i.e. MySQL),

then you must check all the data-types very carefully. i.e. both data-bases have a data-type with
the same name datetime but those data-types are quite different: i.e. the MySQL data-type
supports a configurable precision (up to 6) and the SQL Server data-type has a fixed precision.

4.4.1. Data-Types: My SQL

See also: http://dev.mysql.com/doc/refman/5.6/en/data-types.html

4.4.1.1. MySql: Integer
Following Integer types are supported: TinyInt, SmallInt, MediumInt, Int, BigInt

4.4.1.2. MySql: Decimal
Following Fixed-Point Decimal types (Exact Value) are supported: Decimal, Numeric Following
Floating-Point Decimal types (Approximate Value) are supported: Float, Double

4.4.1.3. MySql: Date-Time
The ODE Module supports the MySQL DateTime type. This data-type can have a maximum precision of
6 which corresponds to 1µs and thus the maximum theoretical sampling rate that we can store is 1MHz.

See also: chapter CSV: Date Time Format
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4.4.2. Data-Types: SQL Server
See also: http://msdn.Microsoft®.com/en-us/library/ms187752.aspx

4.4.2.1. SQL Server: Integer
Following Integer types are supported: TinyInt, SmallInt, Int, BigInt

4.4.2.2. SQL Server: Decimal
Following Fixed-Point Decimal types (Exact Value) are supported: Decimal, Numeric
Following Floating-Point Decimal types (Approximate Value) are supported: Float, Real

4.4.2.3. SQL Server: Date-Time
It is recommended to use the date-time type: datetime2 which has a precision of up to 7 places, which
corresponds to 100ns and thus the maximum theoretical sampling rate that we can store is 10MHz.

The older datetime type is partially supported: i.e. the ODE Module only uses a precision of 22, which in
turn
corresponds to 100ns and thus the maximum the theoretical sampling rate that can be used with this
type is 100Hz.

See also: chapter CSV: Date Time Format
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5. CSV feature

The csv feature of the ODE Module can write the measurement data during storing into csv files on the
local hard-drive. The feature can be used in combination with the database feature.

Important
Make sure to test and check the csv settings. When you try to store the data faster, then your
disk can write the data, DewesoftX® may run out of memory!

5.1. CSV feature: Module Settings

You can use the Csv checkbox to
activate/deactivate the .csv
feature. When it is activated, you can click the Csv
Setup… to change the csv logging settings

Illustration 52: CSV Module Settings

5.1.1. Logging Settings
● Loglevel: the log level for the csv-feature: Info is the default and recommended (see also: chapter

Log levels)
● No of log files: The maximum number of logfiles to create. If there are more files, the oldest one

will be deleted
● Max. file size [MB]: the maximum file-size of a single log-file.

5.2. SV Tab-sheet

The basic settings for the csv export can be configured in the Csv tab-sheet of the ODE channel setup:
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Illustration 53: Csv tab-sheet

(1) The value that you enter here can be re-used in the CSV sampling group settings via the variable
Ode.CsvFileDir: see also chapter Ode.CsvFileDir
(2) The value that you enter here can be re-used in the CSV sampling group settings via the variable
Ode.CsvFileName: see also chapter Ode.CsvFileName
(3) See chapter Compression Mode
(4) See chapterOverwrite Mode
(5) During storing the ODE Module will write the data to the .csv file/s. For performance reasons the data
is not written to the persistent storage immediately: instead the data is cached and written to the
persistent disk only when the cache is flushed. The flush time defines when the ODE Module explicitly
flushes the cache: i.e. when the flush time is 1000ms the ODE Module will call flush every second.
(6) see chapter Format Settings
(7) see: chapter CSV: Date Time Format
(8) see: chapter CSV: Dewesoft Events

5.2.1. Compression Mode
When the compression mode is None, the Module will just store the data into the .csv files and not do
any compression (which is the default setting).
When you set the compression mode to After storing (see Illustration 54), then the ODE Module will
store the data into .csv file/s during storing and when storing of the file is finished the .csv file will be
compressed. When the checkbox Keep original files is NOT checked, the .csv files will be deleted.
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Illustration 54: Compression Mode: After storing

Important
Note, that the compression of the files will need substantial CPU power: i.e. during the time
when the csv files are being compressed, the CPU might be very busy – this may also slow
down DewesoftX® so much that it cannot process all raw data during that time and you could

even get some Data-Lost messages. So be warned to use this feature with care and make sure
you test your setup carefully. This is usually only relevant when you use the DewesoftX® multi-file
feature: i.e. when you only store one file and then stop storing, you don't care about the CPU
performance, because storing is stopped anyway and you can use all the CPU for the
compression task(s).

5.2.2. Overwrite Mode

The Overwrite Mode defines what happens when a file already exists: i.e. you tell the ODE Module to
store the .csv data in a file called Test.csv – and this file Test.csv already exists.

The default is Skip Data: i.e. the existing file will not be changed and the data will be skipped.

When you use the mode Overwrite: then the existing file will be deleted and a new file with the same
name will be created by the ODE Module.

5.2.3. Format Settings
You can specify general format settings that will be applied to every .csv file.

● Encoding: specifies the character encoding to use Write BOM: specifies if the Byte Order Mark
will be written first to the .csv file

● Quote Char: if set, the specified character will be used to quote the Header-Ids in the header line
● Field Separator: this text will be used to separate the values in the .csv file (typically this can be a

comma, semi-colon, tabulator character)
● Decimal Separator: the decimal separator is only needed for decimal values. It must not be the

same as the Field-Separator.
● Line Break Mode: specifies which character/s to use to specify the line-ending
● Header Line: If checked, the first line will contain all the Header-Ids

Illustration 55: Format Settings
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5.2.3.1. Format Settings Example
Let's take a look at a simple Format Settings example. Illustration 57 shows a csv file that has been
created with the format settings in Illustration 56:

Illustration 56: Format Example

Illustration 57: Format Example Data

Notes:
● The first line in the data-file is the Header Line. If you deactivate the Header Line checkbox in the

setup, this line will be skipped. The header line includes the Header-Ids of the Primary Key field
(called SampleDateTime in this case) and of all the fields that are assigned to the Sampling
Group.

● Each Header-Id is surrounded by the Quote Char (" in this case) (1). You can specify any Quote
Char in the channel setup – you can even leave it blank if you like.

● All the columns in the data-file are separated by the Field Separator character (2).
● The first column of the data-file is always the Primary Key field.

See also: chapter CSV: Date Time Format below
● Note, that the data-columns use the specified Decimal Separator: i.e. the first data-column (AI 1)

is highlighted in yellow in Illustration 57
Note that the number of decimal digits can vary: i.e. trailing zeros will be skipped (compare row 2
and 3 of the first data-column in Illustration 57)
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5.2.4. CSV: Date Time Format
The format of the date-time value is dependant on the database and on the precision of the data-type
that is used for the Primary Key field:

● MySQL: yyyy-mm-ddThh:nn:ss[.z]4
● SQL Server: yyyy-mm-dd hh:nn:ss[.z]

Date Date-Time
Delimiter

Time Milliseconds

yyyy Year The letter T or
a space

character

hh Hours [.z] optional
sub-second

partmm Month nn Minutes

dd Day ss Seconds
Table 3: Data Time Format Identifiers

The edit field (1) allows you to override the default
datetime format for the database. Leave the field
empty, to use the default date-time format of the
data-base (see (3)).

Press the blue i icon to get detailed information
about the tokens you can use in the date-time
format input field-

Illustration 58: Date Time Format

Note: you must not define any milliseconds in the date/time format, because this can be
specified per Sampling Group: see chapter Sampling Group: Primary Key Field Properties.

(2) shows the current date/time in the specified formatting (so that you can easily verify your format
settings).

(3) shows the default date/time format, which is dependent on the selected database: see also chapter
MySql: Date-Time and SQL Server: Date-Time. Hint: when you click on this label, the format will be
written to the input field (1).

Important
Use this feature with care! When you choose a wrong format you may have problems importing
the csv files into the data-base!
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5.2.5. CSV: Dewesoft Events

When you activate this feature, the DewesoftX® events will be written to the specified csv-file. The file
has the following columns:

1. SampleDateTime: absolute time in UTC with 3 milliseconds
2. Type: the numeric event type (i.e. Text-event = 21): see chapter Numeric Event Type below
3. Name: the event type as string (i.e. Start, Text, Keyboard, Stop)
4. Text: this is the text that the user has entered or empty (only relevant for Text events): see chapter

Event Text.

Important
Multifiles and "fast on trigger, slow otherwise" storing, may cause incorrect order of the events
before DewesoftX® X2 SP9.

5.2.5.1. Numeric Event Type
For the full list check out this online resource: DewesoftX® DCOM Manual – EventType.

Decimal Name Note

1 Start When storing (of the DewesoftX® data-file) is started.

2 Stop When storing (of the DewesoftX® data-file) is stopped.

3 Trigger When a trigger event occurs.

20 Keyboard When the user presses the Spacebar to enter a keyboard event.

21 Text When the user presses the n button and enters a text-event.

5.2.5.2. Event Text
The text of the event may need to be delimited: i.e. when you use a comma as field separator, then the
text must not contain a comma (otherwise this would be confused for another column).

To avoid this, there are 2 scenarios:
● When you have not specified a quote character (see 4.2.3 Format Settings on page 36), then the

field-separator will be replaced with a space character.
● When you have specified a quote char (i.e. a double quote), then the text-values will be quoted

and the field separator inside the text is no problem. But if the text contains the quote character,
this needs to be escaped.

Example
When you enter the following text for the text event: This "strange" input text, contains a
comma!
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Quote character Result text Note

none This "strange" input text contains a comma! The comma is replaced with a
space

Doble Quote "This ""strange"" input text, contains a
comma!"

The quotes have been doubled

5.2.6. Odds & Ends
This chapter describes some odds and ends about the csv feature.

5.2.6.1 Csv and the Multi-File feature
Note, that the ODE number of .csv files that you get depends only on the file-name settings that you
configure in channel setup: This is best explained with a short example:

Example

Let's assume that you have activated the
DewesoftX® multi-file feature, so that a new
DewesoftX® data-file is created every 5 minutes.

When you setup a csv file name that does not
change: i.e. C:\Dewesoft\Exports\BigFile.csv and
store data for 20 minutes, you will end up with 4
DewesoftX® data-files in the DewesoftX®
data-directory Test_0000.dxd, Test_0001.dxd,
Test_0002.dxd, Test_0003.dxd and one big .csv file
in the Exports directory: BigFile.csv
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If you want to have one .csv file for each
DewesoftX® data-file instead, then you can use a
variable that is related to the multi-file feature: i.e.
Ds.File.Name (see also: chapter Ds.File.Name)
When you now store data for 20 minutes, you will
end up with 4 DewesoftX® data-files in the
DewesoftX® data-directory Test_0000.dxd,
Test_0001.dxd, Test_0002.dxd, Test_0003.dxd and
4 corresponding .csv file in the Exports directory:
Test_0000.csv, Test_0001.csv, Test_0002.csv,
Test_0003.csv

5.2.6.2. File Cleaner Module
When you want to delete old files from your disk, you can use the free DewesoftX® File Cleaner Module.
You can configure the File Cleaner Module i.e. to delete all .csv files that are older than 10 days to make
sure that you do not run out of disk space, when you leave DewesoftX® running unattended for a long
time.
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6. Configuration

6.1. Module Settings

After you have installed the Module (see 1.7 Module Installation), start DewesoftX® and go to Options –
Settings…:

Illustration 59: Settings

Module settings

Go to the Extensions section (1). In the grid at the left, look for the row with the name ODE (2)  if you
don't find it, see: chapter Module Installation.
When you select ODE in the grid, you will see the properties of the Module at the right of the screen:
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(4) see chapter Device-Id.
(3) see chapter Log files.
(5) see chapter Database – Module-Settings.
(6) see chapter CSV feature.

6.1.1. Device-Id
The Device-Id is useful when you have multiple DewesoftX® instances that save the data to the same
target server (i.e. to the same database server).

You can enter an arbitrary value to uniquely identify the DewesoftX® instance. You can then use this
value in the name of the CSV file or in the name of the database table: see also: chapter Ode.DeviceId.

6.1.2. Log files
The Module will write log files during operation. The amount of log messages is configurable via the Log
level drop down box in the Module-Settings. The name of the main log file is ODE.log.

When the Module is started, it will immediately start to log to the windows temporary directory.

As soon as the DewesoftX® application is available to the Module, all subsequent logs will be written to
the standard DewesoftX® log directory (i.e. C:\Dewesoft\System\X3\Logs).

Note: There is also a log file called ODE.dll.log in the Modules directory (see chapter Files and
Directories). This will normally be empty. It will only contain messages when there is a bug very
early in the Module initialization.

When the database feature is activated, there will also be a log file called ODE_Database.log. When the
CSV feature is activated, there will also be a log file called ODE_Csv.log.

6.1.2.1. Log levels
The log level drop down box allows to set the detail level of the logging function.

If you set a high log level (i.e. TRACE, ALL) a lot of log messages will be written and the log files will roll
over quite often. This is also dependent on the sample rate – the higher the sample rate is, the more
often data will be fetched and thus more log messages will be written.

For production-use the log level INFO is recommended.
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Log level Description

ERROR Will only log error messages

WARN Will also log warning messages

INFO Will also log info messages – this is recommended for production use

DEBUG Will also log debug messages

TRACE will also log trace messages

ALL will log all messages
Table 5: Log Levels

6.2. Channel Setup

The Online Data Export channel setup consists of several sections:

Illustration 60: Channel Setup Overview

(1) Warning/Error label: this label will only be visible if there are any errors or warnings in the setup.
(2) Database connection info: this label will show the status of the database connection see chapter
Database Connection Information
(3) Version label: shows the version of the Module (you can also see the version in the Module-Settings)
(4) These tab-sheets will switch between the different sections of the Module (which will be explained in
detail in the rest of this chapter). Depending on what you select the detail area (5) will show different
information.
(5) The detail area will show the information for the tab-sheet that you have currently selected (4)
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6.2.1. Database Connection Information
The status of the database connection will be shown in the channel setup: see (2) in Illustration 60.

When the channel setup is loaded or when you
refresh the database metadata manually (5.2.5.1
DB Refresh on page 60), the ODE Module will try
to connect to the database and read the
meta-data (i.e. table-names, field-names, etc.).
When this operation is in progress you will see
the Connecting status. When the call returns
successfully the status will change to valid (as in
Illustration 60).

If an error occurs, or the connection cannot be
established within the specified time-out(see:
Connection timeout [s] in 3.1.4 Advanced Settings
On page 22) a detailed error-information will be
shown

If you have deactivated the database feature in
Module-Settings, no information will be shown.

6.2.2. Sampling Groups

Sampling Groups are the central concept of the ODE Module. The sampling group defines when the
data of the channels
(that are assigned to this group) will be processed (i.e. written to the database or to a .csv file). You can
define any number of sampling groups. Illustration 61 shows what the channel setup looks like:

Illustration 61: Channel Setup: Sampling Groups

(1) Toolbar: see chapter Sampling Groups: Toolbar
(2) Sampling Groups Grid: see chapter Sampling Groups: Data Grid
(3) See chapter chapter Search-Box & Count-label
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6.2.2.1. Sampling Groups: Toolbar

Add Will add a new sampling group and open a dialogue window (see chapter Sampling
Group: Dialogue) so that you can configure it.

Edit Will open a dialogue window so that you can edit the currently selected sampling groups
(the button is only active if at least one sampling group is selected): see chapter Sampling

Group: Dialogue
Note: you can also double click on any grid-row to edit the sampling groups.

Note: if you have selected multiple sampling groups, then you can press the Cancel
button in the dialogue to abort the edit-sequence (i.e. the dialogue will not be shown

again for the remaining selected devices).

Remove Will remove all selected sampling groups.
The button is only enabled, if you have selected at least one sampling group.

When you remove a sampling group that still has assigned channels, the channels will
show an error, until you assign a different sampling group to the channels (or no sampling

group at all).

Up Will move the selected sampling group/s up.

Down Will move the selected sampling group/s down.

Copy Will copy the selected sampling groups to the clipboard.

Paste Will paste the sampling groups from the clipboard to the data grid.

Script Will copy a SQL DDL script for the selected sampling groups to the clipboard: see
chapterDatabase Tables

6.2.2.2.Sampling Groups: Data Grid
The data-grid shows the most important information about the sampling groups. Some settings can be
changed directly in the data grid (i.e. the Start Strategy as shown in Illustration 62).
You can use the toolbar (see Sampling Groups: Toolbar above) to manipulate the rows in the data-grid,
or you can double click on the grid to open the Sampling Group: Dialogue (see chapter) for the selected
sampling groups. Yet another way is to press the Setup button in the Setup column of the data grid to
open the Sampling Group: Dialogue for a single sampling group.

Illustration 62: Sampling Groups Data-Grid
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6.2.2.3. Sampling Group: Dialogue
In the Sampling Group Dialogue you can configure all relevant properties of the sampling group.

Illustration 63: 5.2.2.3 Sampling Group Dialogue

(1) see chapter Sampling Group: Name
(2) see chapter Sampling Group: Storing Speeds
(3) see chapter Sampling Group: Info Channels
(4) The sampling mode defines when the samples of the related channels will be written to the
database or csv file. See chapters Sampling Mode Fixed and Sampling Mode Async
(5) see chapter Sampling Group: Primary Key Field Properties
(6) see chapter Sampling Group: CSV
(7) and chapter Sampling Group: Database
(8) Warning/Error label: will only be visible when there is a warning or an error

6.2.2.4. Sampling Group: Name
You can enter an arbitrary name for the sampling group. The group name should be meaningful and it
must be unique (i.e. you cannot have 2 groups with the same name).
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6.2.2.5. Sampling Group: Storing Speeds

The storing speed setting is related to the
DewesoftX® Storing Options (see Illustration 64)
and can have following values:

● None: when DewesoftX® is not storing the
data i.e. when the Storing Type is fast on
trigger, but there is currently no active
trigger, DewesoftX® will not store the data

● Fast: when DewesoftX® is storing the data
with the full dynamic acquisition rate i.e.
when the the Storing Type is always fast,
or when the the Storing Type is fast on
trigger AND a trigger is active, ..

● Slow: when DewesoftX® is storing the data
at reduced rate i.e. when the Storing Type
is always slow or the Storing Type is fast
on trigger, slow otherwise and no trigger
is active

Illustration 64: DewesoftX® Storing Options

You can check any combination of the available checkboxes. The ODE Module will only process the data
for the activated storing speeds.

Hint
Whenever the storing speed changes (i.e. when a trigger-condition is activated or deactivated),
the start strategy will be used to decide which sample is the first that needs to be processed
(see Start Strategy below).

Important
It is important to understand that the sampling groups of the ODE Module have independent
settings for the sampling speed: i.e. every second (see also: chapter Sampling Mode Fixedon).
i.e. it does not make a difference for the ODE Module, if DewesoftX® is storing the data to the

DewesoftX® data-file at the full speed of the acquisition rate, at the reduced rate or not at all. The
ODE Module will always use the speed defined on the sampling group: (i.e. every second).

6.2.2.6. Sampling Group: Info Channels
Info channels can optionally be enabled/disabled to get some more information about the sampling
group during storing.
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Illustration 65: Sampling Group: Info Channels

Sample Used
When activated, this channel will have the value 1 for each sample that the sampling group will use (to
store in the database or .csv file). This should only be activated for debugging because it may add a lot of
data to the DewesoftX® datafile.

Inserted/Discarded
See chapter Row channel: Inserted/Discarded rows.

6.2.2.7. Sampling Mode Fixed
In the fixed sampling mode, the Module will store the data at fixed intervals to the database/csv file: i.e.
the time between the data-samples will always be equidistant (in comparison to: 5.2.2.8 Sampling Mode
Async on page 51).

Illustration 66: Sampling Mode: Fixed

The most important setting for the fixed mode is the definition of the sampling speed (1): see Sampling
speed. It defines when data-samples will be written to the database/csv file. The Start Strategy (2)
defines when the first sample will be written. The optional Activation Channel (3) can be used to
activate/deactivate storing of the data for this group: see Activation channel.
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Start Strategy

The start strategy of the sampling group will
decide which sample is the first one that needs to
be processed.
In the drop-down list (1), you can select the start
strategy. The check-box Reset Start Strategy (2)
defines if the start-strategy should be reset when
the storing speed changes: see Reset Start
Strategy below.
The Minute Selection input box (3)  and the
ellipses button right to it (4) are only enabled for
the start strategy Time: see Start Strategy: Time.

Illustration 67: Start Strategy

The start-strategy is best explained with a short
example. Let's assume that we have only one
sampling group and we have assigned 3
asynchronous channels to this group. Channel A
has the first data-sample with value 1 after 1
second, Channel B has its first data-sample (value
2) after 2 seconds, and Channel C has its first
data-sample (value 3) after 3 seconds).

Then the setting of the Start Strategy will have
following effect:

1. Any channel: In this case, the ODE Module will
write the first row to the database, when any of
the channels in the group has its first
data-sample: (1).
At that time the channels B and C don't have any
data yet (thus 0 will be written to the database).

2. Immediately: The first row will be written to the
database immediately after the start: (2). In this
case no channel has any data yet, thus all values
of the first row in the database will be 0.

3. All channels: the ODE Module will wait until all
channels of the sampling group have at least one
data-sample: (3).

4. Time: The first row will be written to the
data-base, exactly at the start of a full minute (the

Illustration 68: Start Strategy: Example
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allowed minutes can be selected individually): see
also: Start Strategy: Time

see also: chapter Single Value channels

The following table shows what the first row in the database will look like for the example above:

Start
Strategy

Time [s] Channel A Channel B Channel C Notes

Any channel 1 1 0 0 Start when any channel has its first
data-sample

Immediately 0 0 0 0 Storing will start immediately

All channels 3 1 2 3 Start when all channels have at
least one sample

Start Strategy: Time

The first row will be written to the data-base,
exactly at the start of a full minute (the allowed
minutes can be selected individually).

For example, in Illustration 69 the minutes 0, 15,
30 and 45 are selected. Thus, the acquisition will
start exactly at the next full quarter hour (relative
to the start of storing).

Examples:
● start storing 12:07:35 → first data sample

12:15:00
● start storing 12:37:12 → first data sample

12:45:00
● start storing 12:52:46 → first data sample

13:00:00 #

Note: To avoid confusion it is recommended to
deactivate Reset Start Strategy and enable the
storing speeds: Fast and Slow. Illustration 69: Start Strategy

Reset Start Strategy
When this is activated, the start-strategy will be reset whenever the DewesoftX® sampling speed is
changed: i.e. when a trigger is started, or when a trigger ends – otherwise the start strategy will not be
reset and continue to store the data at the specified speed (see Sampling speed below).

For start strategy Immediately, Reset has no effect – since it will always start with the first sample
anyway.

The following screenshots will try to explain how Reset works, with a simple example. We have one
sampling group with 2 control channels assigned: the channels are called Co1 and Co2. Also the info
channel Sample Used is activated, so that we can see when the ODE Module will store a sample. The
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sampling group has only the storing speed Fast activated and we will manually trigger fast storing, so
that we will have multiple triggers in a data-file. The Sampling speed of the Sampling group was set to
2Hz (i.e. one sample every 500ms).

In Illustration 70 you can see the start strategy
Any Channel with Reset deactivated. We have a
total of 3 triggers in this example. During trigger
period (1) we did not press any of the control
channel buttons, so none of the channels of the
sampling group had any data and thus no data
was stored by the ODE Module (i.e. there is no
data-sample for the Sample Used channel visible.
During trigger period (2) we pressed Co1 once and
at exactly this time, the storing started: the first
sample of the Sample Used channel is at the
same time. And then the storing continued every
500ms until the trigger ended. In trigger period
(3) you can see that storing started immediately
with the beginning of the trigger and end with
the end of the trigger. We pressed Co2 first and
then Co1 just to make clear that this does not
change anything: since the storing has already
been started and will not be reset.

Illustration 70: Any Channel: No Reset

In Illustration 71 you can see the start strategy Any
Channel with Reset activated. During trigger
period (1) we pressed Co1 and storing starts
exactly at the same time until the end of the
trigger. During trigger period (2)  we did not press
any of the control channels. You can see that no
data is stored, since the start strategy has been
reset: compare this to In Illustration 70. In trigger
period (3) we pressed Co1 first and then Co2:
storing starts with the first control channel
sample. In trigger period (4) we pressed Co2 first
and then Co1: storing starts with the first control
channel sample.

Illustration 71: Any Channel: Reset

Activation channel
The activation channel is optional. You can select any numerical channel. Only when the value of this
channel is >= 0.5, the data of the group will be written to the database/csv file – otherwise it will be
ignored. This setting is in addition to the other settings (i.e. Storing Speeds).

Hint
When you define a User Input channel, you can use an input control display of display type
Switch to activate/deactivate storing of a sampling group. You can also use this User Input
channel in a DewesoftX® alarm definition: this is convenient to define very flexible

alarm-conditions.
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Sampling speed
The Sampling Speed of the Sampling Group defines how often the data will be written to the
database/.csv file, once the acquisition has started (see also: Start Strategy). There are different ways to
define the sampling speed (which will be explained soon), but under the hood all those settings will be
used to calculate how many samples – related to the dynamic acquisition rate – are being stored in the
database/.csv file.

Possible ways to enter the sampling speed:
● Frequency: you can enter an absolute frequency in Hz or kHz: i.e. 100Hz
● Sample Rate Divider: you can enter a value for the sample rate divider – relative to the dynamic

acquisition rate
i.e when the dynamic acquisition rate is 100Hz and you use a sample rate divider of 2 then the
sampling speed of the sampling group will be 50Hz.

● Time: you can specify an absolute time interval i.e. when you enter the time 1s, then the ODE
Module will write one row to the database/.csv file per second (which is the same as a Frequency
of 1Hz).

● Full Sample Rate: in this case the sampling speed of the sampling group will be the same as the
dynamic acquisition rate

Hint
The relative values (Sample Rate Divider, Full Sample Rate) will change when you change the
dynamic acquisition rate in the Analog channel setup, but the absolute values (Frequency, Full
Sample Rate) won't change:

i.e. when the dynamic acquisition rate is 100Hz and you use a sample rate divider of 2 then the
sampling speed of the sampling group will be 50Hz. When you now increase the dynamic
acquisition rate to 200Hz, the sample rate divider will still be 2, but now the effective speed of the
sampling group will be 100Hz.

Adjustment
The ODE Module may adjust the Sampling Speed that you have entered to ensure that it is valid and
that it matches the real data-samples.

Dynamic acquisition rate
You cannot use higher sampling rates than the
dynamic acquisition rate. For example when the
dynamic acquisition rate is 1kHz, and you set the
speed of the sampling group to 10kHz, the ODE
Module will automatically adjust your input to
1kHz: see Illustration 72. Illustration 72: Adjusted to max. sampling rate

Next sample
When you enter a value that does not exactly
match a sample (relative to the dynamic
acquisition rate), the ODE Module will round to
the next full sample. For example, when the
dynamic acquisition rate is 1kHz, and you set the
speed of the sampling group to 300Hz, the ODE
Module will automatically adjust your input to
3ms: see Illustration 73. Detailed explanation:

Illustration 73: Adjusted to next sample
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when the acquisition rate is 1kHz then there is
one sample every 1ms: thus exact sampling times
that we can use are at 2ms, 3ms, etc. a sampling
rate of 300Hz would mean that we must take
every 3.333…th
sample of the data (which is not exactly
possible). Thus the value (3.333…) is rounded to
the next possible value, which is 3.

Primary Key Accuracy
The sampling speed that you can use is also
depending on the accuracy of the primary key
field. For example, when the dynamic acquisition
rate is 1kHz (=1ms), and you set the speed of the
sampling group to Full Sampling Rate (i.e. also
1ms), but the accuracy of the primary key is only
10ms (Precision=2; i.e. 2 decimal digits) , then the
sampling speed is adjusted to 10ms (=100Hz): see
Illustration 74. see also chapter Sampling Group:
Primary Key Field Properties on page

Illustration 74: Adjusted to Primary Key accuracy

Interpolation
The Module will not perform any kind of
interpolation: the intermediate samples will be
skipped. i.e. when the dynamic acquisition rate is
set to 1kHz and you set the sampling speed to
100Hz, then every 10th
(this value is shown as x-Samples in the dialogue),
and the 9 samples in-between will be skipped.
If you want to do some kind of interpolation you
can use any of the powerful mathematical
DewesoftX® features (i.e. min, max, avg, rms, ..)
and then store the mathematical channels to the
database, instead of the raw data channels. This is
also what we did in chapter 2 Quick start on page
8.

Illustration 75: DewesoftX® Math Statistics

Odds & Ends
When a channel does not have any data, the value 0 will be used instead (see Start Strategy for details).
Otherwise the value at the exact position will be used (when the value at the exact absolute position is
not available, the value directly before the exact position will be used). This is very likely to happen for
asynchronous channels.

Sampling Mode Async
In the async sampling mode, the Module will store the data asynchronously to the database/csv file: i.e.
the time between the samples can vary. In comparison to the fixed sampling mode (see chapter
Sampling Mode Fixed), where the time between the samples is always the same (equidistant).
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Illustration 76: Async Sampling Mode

You can select any async channel and whenever a sample is written to the channel, the ODE Module will
write the data of all channels that belong to the sampling group to the database/.csv file. Note: the value
of the samples is not imported.

Illustration 77: Asycn Sampling Group Example

Illustration 77 shows an example of an async Sampling Group.

(1) shows the data of the Async Channel in a recorder. Note, that the time between the samples is
arbitrary. For every sample, the ODE Module will write the data to the .csv file. (2) shows the same data in
a tabular visual control in DewesoftX®. (3) shows the generated .csv file in a text-editor.

Time-Resolution
When the asynchronous data arrives faster than the time-resolution of the sampling group, the extra
samples will be skipped (this would cause a unique constraint violation if we tried to insert the data into
the database).

For example, let's set the precision of our sampling group to 0 digits which means, that the maximum
possible time resolution is one second:

Illustration 78: Time resolution 1 second
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When we start the measurement and add i.e. 2 samples per second (see the tabular visual control on the
left side, which has 4 samples), the ODE Module will make sure to write only one sample per second to
the data-file (see the generated csv file on the right side, which has only 1 sample):

Illustration 79: Time resolution 1 second: Result

User Input channels
Note, that user-input channels which are operated via a 'Push button' style Input control display (1)
produce 2 samples for each key-press: (2) shows that the first sample will have value 1 and this is
immediately followed by another sample with value 0:

Illustration 80: User Input Channels

This means that the ODE Module will write 2 samples to the .csv file (depending on the time-resolution:
see TimeResolution above). To avoid this, you can use a simple math formula.

For example, we can create a Math channel named Async Channel with the following formula: if('User
Input Ch'>0.5 ,1 , NaN)

This formula will write the value 1 to the channel when the User Input Ch is greater than 0.5, otherwise it
will not write any data to the channel (NaN is short for Not a Number). The Illustration below shows the
User Input Ch in green and the Async Channel in blue. Note, that the Async Channel has only one
sample per button click, which is exactly what we want.
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Illustration 81: User Input Ch (green) and Async Channel (blue)

6.2.2.8. Sampling Group: Primary Key Field Properties
The settings in the Primary Key Field group are important for the database and for the .csv export
engine.

For the Database this will be used as primary key column: i.e. when you generate the SQL DDL create
script (see chapter Creating the Database Tables) and for .csv it will be the first column in the .csv file.

The date-time format of the csv files can be customised: see chapter CSV: Date Time Format.

Note, that the accuracy is dependant on the data-type (and the data-type itself is dependant on the
database): see chapter Database data-types.

If the primary key definition does not match the primary key in the database, the Database Status
Indicator 5.2.2.11 will show an error: see Sampling Group: Database.

Important
Note that the accuracy of the primary key field also affects the maximum sampling speed of
the Sampling group (see chapter Database Selection: SQL Server). Example: when you set the
precision of the primary key field to 3, then the accuracy is 1ms (3 decimal digits) which is

1000Hz. This also means that you cannot use a higher sampling speed than 1000Hz, because
then the database-insert statements will fail because of primary key constraint violations.

6.2.2.9. Sampling Group: CSV
In each sampling group you must specify the file path and name of the csv file where the data of the
channels (that are assigned to this sampling group) will be written to.
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Illustration 82: Sampling Group: csv settings

(1) When you deactivate the .csv check-box, the data of this sampling group will not be written to any
.csv file
(2) The File Path+Name input field will specify where the .csv file/s is/are stored. If any of the directories in
the path do not exist, the Module will try to create them.

See also: chapter CSV Tab-sheet

6.2.2.10. Sampling Group: Database
In each sampling group you must specify the name of the database table where the data of the
channels (that are assigned to this sampling group) will be written to.

Illustration 83: Sampling Group: Database settings

(1) When you deactivate the Database check-box, the data of this sampling group will not be written to
the database

(2) The name of the database table where all the data (of the channels that are assigned to this group)
will be written to. You can also use Variables (see chapter Variables) to specify a pattern for the database
table. The default is the variable Ode.DbDefTableName (see chapter Ode.DbDefTableName) which in
turn is usually the Sampling Group name .

(3) This read-only text field shows the result of the value that you have entered in (2) i.e. when you start
the measurement, the database must contain a table with this name, so that the ODE Module can write
the data into this table.

(4) The database status indicator will show the validation result: i.e. in Illustration 83 above, the specified
table (RmsData) does exist in the database and thus the validation is okay. When the database table
does not exist in the database yet, the status indicator will turn red and show the error message when
you hover the mouse over it.

Hint
This status indicator will also show errors related to the Primary Key Field definition (see
chapter Sampling Group: Primary Key Field Properties)

(5) When the database is online and the connection is okay, the Module will read all available tables of
the database (that you have specified in the Module-Settings: see chapter Database – Module-Settings).
When you click the ellipses button, you will see a list of all available database tables. When you select
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one the name will be written into the Table Name text-field (2). If a new table is not shown in the list, you
may need to refresh the database data: see chapter DB Refresh.

6.2.3. Channels

The Channels tab-sheet will contain all DewesoftX® channels that the ODE Module supports (i.e. array
channels, like FFT, are not supported):

Illustration 84: Tab-sheet Channels

(1) see chapter Channels: Toolbar
(2) see chapter Channels: Data Grid
(3) see chapter Search-Box & Count-label

6.2.3.1. Channels: Toolbar

Up Will move the selected channel/s up. The order is important for the .csv file export only:
i.e. channels that are at the top of the grid will be written first to the .csv file

Down Will move the selected channel/s down. The order is important for the .csv file export
only: i.e. channels that are at the top of the grid will be written first to the .csv file

Cleanup See chapter Cleanup

6.2.3.2. Channels: Data Grid
The data-group shows the most important information about the channels. Some settings may even be
changed directly in the data grid: i.e. you can easily assign a group for multiple channels at once directly
in the data grid. You can use the toolbar (see 5.2.3.1 Channels: Toolbar above) to manipulate the rows in
the data-grid. You can click the Setup button in the Setup column of the data grid to open the Channel
Settings Dialogue to configure all details of the channel.
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6.2.3.3.Channel Settings Dialogue
In the Channel Settings Dialogue you can configure all relevant properties of the sampling group.

Illustration 85: Channel Setup Dialogue

(1) Show the name of the Channel AI 2 and its channel-group AI (for analogue input)
(2) Shows the sampling group that the channel is currently assigned to. You can change this via the
drop-down. You can press the ellipses button to go directly to the Sampling Group Dialogue (see
chapter Sampling Group: Dialogue) to see or change the settings of the sampling group
(3) You can define an identifier that can be reused in the Database Field name and in the .csv Header Id
for more details see chapter Channel: Identifier
(4) The default number of integer places and decimal places that can be used for the database Data
type and for the .csv format for more details see: chapter Channel: Integer and Decimal places
(5) All settings for the database export engine: see chapter Channel Setup: Database settings
(6) All settings for the .csv export engine: see chapter Channel Setup: .csv settings
(7) The Warning/Error label will only be visible if there are any warnings/errors in the setup

6.2.3.4. Channel: Identifier
The default value for the Identifier is %Ode.Channel.Name%: (see also chapter Variables) which is the
name of the related channel: i.e. Illustration 85 above shows the Channel Settings Dialogue for the
analogue input channel AI 2, thus also the Identifier, will be AI 2.

The Identifier will not be used directly, but can be used as a variable for other items. This is very
convenient to keep the Database Field name and the .csv Header Id in sync. For example, when you
change the name of a channel in the analogue channel setup (i.e. from AI 2 to Temperature), then also
the Identifier will change and so will the Field name and the csv Header Id.
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Illustration 86 shows the default settings: i.e. the Channel name is AI 2 and so is the Identifier. The Field
name and the csv Header Id use the formula %Ode.Identifier% which in turn also evaluates to AI 2. In
Illustration 87 you can see what happens when we change the Identifier (we have inserted the text CH
at the start and appended the text (AI) at the end): both values for Field name and the csv Header Id
change to the same value.

Illustration 86: Identifier Default Illustration 87: Identifier

Note: changing the field-name also means that you have to update your database to reflect this
change (i.e. in Illustration 87 you can see that the Database section now shows an ERROR, because
the field CH AI 2 (AI) does not exist in the database.

It should be clear that the Identifier is just a
variable that you can use – but there is no need to
use it. In Illustration 88 you can see that we do
not use the Identifier in any of the other input
fields.

Illustration 88: Identifier - Unused

6.2.3.5. Channel: Integer and Decimal places
The values of the Integer and Decimal places edit-fields can be used as default for the database and .csv
export engines. Much like the Channel: Identifier, it makes it easy to keep the corresponding values of
the database and csv engines in sync.

Illustration 89: Integer and Decimal: Default Illustration 90: Integer and Decimal

In Illustration 89 you can see that the default integer (1)  and decimal (2) places can be used in the
Database and csv export engines when you enter the text Def (for Default) into the corresponding edit
fields. Of course you can also override those values with any numbers directly.
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The csv export engine will use the default values directly:(3)(4) .

For the Database export engine, it is a little bit different. Not all data-types support Precision and Scale:
i.e. it does not make sense to specify a scale for an integral data type: Note, that we have used the
(MySQL) data-type Decimal in the examples above. Moreover you do not specify the Integer places
directly for the database fields, but instead you specify the Precision, which is the number of Integer
places plus the number of Decimal places: i.e in Illustration 89. the precision (7) is 9 (6(1) + 3(2)). The Scale
(8) relates directly to the Decimal places (2).

6.2.4. Channel Setup: Database settings

The most important settings for the database
export engine are:

● the database Field name (see also chapter
Channel: Identifier above) and the

● Data type. Depending on the data type
you must also specify the Precision and
Scale (see also chapter Channel: Integer
and Decimal places).

When the field in the database does not match
your settings (or if it does not exist at all) you will
see a validation error (1) (hover the mouse cursor
over it to see the error-details in the hint).

At the bottom (2) you can see the SQL statement
that will be used in the create script: see chapter
Database table creation

Illustration 91: Channel: Database settings

6.2.4.1. Channel Setup: .csv settings
The settings for the csv export engine are straight forward: you specify the Header-Id (see also chapter
Channel: Identifier above), the number of Integer and Decimal places (see chapter Channel: Integer and
Decimal places).
see also: chapter CSV feature

6.2.4.2. Cleanup
When the structure of DewesoftX® channels is changed (i.e. channels are removed, changed, etc.), the
ODE Module will display an error (of course only for channels that have been used in the ODE channel
setup).

This is easiest to explain with a short example. Let's load the setup that we have already used in the
Quick start chapter (page 8) for the MySQL database. Recall that the setup includes 8 Math statistics
channels that calculate the RMS value of the corresponding analogue input channels. These math
channels are used in the ODE Module and assigned to the Sampling Group RmsData.
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Now we go to the Channels tab-sheet and set the
Db Field of AI 1/RMS to DBFIELD_AI_1  (1) and the
group of channel AI 2/RMS to OFF (2) .

Next, we go to the Math channel setup and
uncheck the checkboxes for the channels AI
1/RMS and AI 2/RMS, so that they will be deleted.

Illustration 92: Deactivate channel AI 2/RMS

Illustration 93: Delete Math Channels

Now we go back to the ODE Channels tab-sheet
and we can see that the channel AI 1/RMS is still
here, but show an error (hover the mouse over
the Id column (1) to see the error-message in the
hint). At this time the settings of the ODE channel
(i.e. field-name ) have not been deleted yet, so
that we may reactivate the same channel.

Note, that channel AI 2/RMS has been deleted
right away (because it has not been used by the
ODE Module anyway): it does not show up
anymore in the data-grid (2).

If you don't want to use the invalid channels
anymore, just press the Cleanup button: the
invalid items will be deleted and you can start
your measurement. In this example however, we
won't do this, but instead recreate the channel AI
1/RMS.

Now we go back to Math and reactivate the
statistical channels for AI 1/RMS and AI 2/RMS
(same as in Illustration 93, but this time reactivate
the check-boxes).

When we now switch back to the ODE Channels
tab-sheet, we can see that channel A1 1/RMS is
reused and that channel AI 2/RMS has been
added as a new channel at the end of the data
grid.

Illustration 94: Missing Channel
Illustration 95: Reactivated Channels

6.2.4.3. Single Value channels
Single-value channels are supported, but are a special case. Single value channels have exactly one
value, which may change during the measurement: i.e. when you use a Math statistics channel to sum
up all values of a channel.

Since these channels do not have a history of the older values (i.e. they have no channel-buffers like
normal channels), the Module can only read the current value at the time that the Module needs the
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value. Since only the last value of the single-value channels is really meaningful, this should not be a
problem.

Single-value channels also behave differently related to the Start-strategy (see Start Strategy):
● Any channel: single-value channels will never trigger a start Thus: you must not have a sampling

group with start strategy Any channel which contains only single-value channels, because the
start condition would never become true!

● Immediately: same as for other channels
● All channels: single-value channels are always considered to have a value

6.2.5. Channel Setup: CSV Tab-sheet

See chapter CSV Tab-sheet.

6.2.6. Channel Setup: Database Tab-sheet

The Database tab-sheet is only enabled when the Database feature has been enabled in
Module-Settings: see chapter Module Settings.

Illustration 96: Channel Setup: Database tab-sheet

(1) See chapter DB Refresh
(2) See chapter Database Connection Information
(3) Default table name: The value that you define here can be used as variable: Ode.DbDefTableName in
other input fields: typically as the Tablename of the Sampling Group: see chapter Ode.DbDefTableName
for details.
(4) See chapter Status Channel Grid

6.2.6.1. DB Refresh
When a setup is loaded, the Module will try to establish a connection to the database and read the
metadata (the available database tables and their fields).
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This information will be used to show validation status: see chapter Database table validation.
The Module will not automatically refresh this data: i.e. when you change the database structure (i.e.
create a table, add a field, etc.) while the channel setup is shown, you must manually press the DB
Refresh button (see  in Illustration 96 above) to update the metadata.

6.2.6.2. Database Connection Information
This label (see (2)  in Illustration 96 above) shows the information about the current database connection
that has been configured in Module-Settings (see chapter Module Settings). The format will be different
depending on the used RDBMS:

RDBMS Example Format

MySQL ode@localhost:3306 [Schema]@[Server]:[Port]

SQL Server ds.dbo@localhost:1433\SQLEXPRESS [Catalogue].[Schema]@[Server]:[Port]\[Instance]

6.2.6.3. Status Channel Grid
In the Status Channel Grid (see (4)  in Illustration 96 above) you can configure the database status
channels: see chapter Database: Status channels for more details.

Column Information

Id This is just a unique consecutive number to identify the row/channel of the grid

Used You can click on the buttons in this row to toggle the Used status from Used to
Unused. Only channels that are set to Used will show up in Measure Mode and can be

stored in DewesoftX® data files.

Stored This is only useful if the channel is set to Used (see description above). For Used
channels you may want to deactivate the Store button. Then you can see and use the
values of this channel in Measure Mode, but the channel data will not be stored in the
DewesoftX® data file. This can be useful if you just want to check the data, but don't
need it after the measurement. Another use-case is to use the data of the channel in
other Math channels (i.e. to do some statistics) and then only store the Math channel

to the DewesoftX® data file (but not the original data).

C This colour will be used by the displays in Measure Mode. You can click on the colour to
change it.

Name This is the name of the channel as it will show up in the channel list of the Measure
mode. Make sure to enter a useful name for the channel (it also makes sense to use

unique names to avoid confusion). If you enter a blank name, then you will get a
warning.

Description Detailed description of the channel.

Unit This is the unit that will be displayed for the channel. Note: you can change this value,
but it is not recommended.
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6.3. Variables

In some input fields of the ODE Module you can use certain variables. The variable handling makes it
easier to define default values for multiple items and to reuse the same channel setup on different PCs,
or with different DewesoftX® project settings: this is best explained by example, continue reading 5.3.1
Variable Input on page 62 and 5.3.2 Ode.DeviceId on page 63.

6.3.1. Variable Input

The variable input consists of 2 edit-fields: see
Illustration 97.

In the top field (1) you can enter text and
variables. The variables start and end with a %
(percent sign). When you really want to use a
literal percent sign, you must enter 2 percent
signs %% (see also the example in Illustration 98
below).

When you right-click in the edit-field, you will see
a pop-up menu which shows all available
variables and also a menu item to reset the text to
the default.

The bottom field (2) will show you the result: i.e.
the input text in the top edit-field where all
variables are replaced with concrete values.

Illustration 97: Variable Input Fields

The input field will change the colour of the text
(and the result) as you type. Normal text will be
black, valid variables green, erroneous variables in
red and the percent sign in blue.

Let's take a look at the example in Illustration 98.

The first 2 input characters are 2 percent signs %%
– they are displayed in blue and the result is a
single percent sign. The next character is a dash –
it is displayed in black and will be used verbatim
in the output. Next we have a valid variable
%Ode.DeviceId%, which will be replaced with the
value that is specified in the Module-Settings:
DAU2 in this case. Then there is an underscore
character (normal text again). And at the end we
have an invalid variable %Ode.GroupNam%. This
variable is invalid because there is an e missing at
the end: %Ode.GroupName% is the correct input.

Illustration 98: Variable Input Colours
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6.3.2. Ode.DeviceId

The Device-ID can be specified in the Module-Settings: see chapter Device-Id. We will look at a detailed
example to show how this can be used.

A typical use-case for the ODE Module is to monitor bridges. Assuming the bridge consists of multiple
bridge piers,  you usually have one DAU (Data Acquisition Unit) per bridge pier. The DAU consists of the
data acquisition hardware (i.e. DewesoftX® SIRIUS slices, DS-NET modules, Weather-Station, etc.) that is
connected to a PC (i.e. SIRIUS S-BOX, DS-NET-CPU module, Laptop). All DAUs usually measure the same
channels (i.e. Strain, wind-speed, temperature, etc.) and are connected to a central database server. The
Device-Id makes it easy to use the SAME channel setup for all of the DAUs.

Illustration 99: Bridge Overview

To set up the whole system we start at the PC of
DAU1. In the Module-Settings of the ODE Module,
we enter DAU1 as DeviceId.

In the channel setup, we define 2 Sampling
Groups: one for Analogue data and one for the
Weather data.
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Next we go to the Database tab-sheet of the ODE
channel setup and insert an underscore between
the 2 variables of the Default table-name:
%Ode.DeviceId%_%Ode.GroupName%

Note: the disabled text field below, will show an
example result: DAU1_Analogue.

When we switch back to the Sampling Groups
tab-sheet you can see that the values of all
Sampling Groups in the Db Tables have changed
– now all include the underscore and are more
readable.

Now we can create the database, create a script, save the DewesoftX® channel setup and copy it over to
DAU2.

In the Module-Settings on DAU2 of the ODE Module, we enter DAU2 as DeviceId.

Now we can simply load the setup from DAU1 and when we check the Sampling Groups we can see that
the Db Table values are prefixed with DAU2, as expected.

This way, the DeviceId allows us to use the very same channel setup on multiple DAUs. And by changing
the DeviceId in a single place (in the Module-Settings), we can change all database table names at once.

6.3.3. Ode.GroupName

The value of this variable will be the name of the sampling group. See also: chapter
Ode.DbDefTableName
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6.3.4. Ode.CsvFileDir

This variable can be defined in the CSV tab-sheet of the channel setup: see  in Illustration 100. It specifies
the default directory where the .csv files will be stored. It may be used in the 5.2.2.3 Sampling Group:
Dialogue (page 44)

Illustration 100: CSV Filename settings see also: chapter CSV Tab-sheet

6.3.5. Ode.CsvFileName

This variable can be defined in the CSV tab-sheet of the channel setup: see  in Illustration 100. It defines
the default name of the csv files that are stored in the Ode.CsvFileDir. It may be used in the 5.2.2.3
Sampling Group: Dialogue (page 44)

6.3.6. Ode.DbDefTableName

This value can be defined in the Channel Setup: Database Tab-sheet: see chapter Channel Setup:
Database Tab-sheet. The variable is typically used as the Table Name of the sampling groups. A detailed
example can be found in chapter Variable Input.

6.3.7. Ode.ChannelName

This variable refers to the name of the DewesoftX® channel that the ODE channel refers to. It can be
used in the ODE Channel Settings dialogue: see Illustration 101. see also: chapter Channel Settings
Dialogue
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Illustration 101: Variable: Channel Name

6.3.8. Ode.Channel.Unit
This variable refers to the unit of the DewesoftX® channel that the ODE channel refers to (can be blank).
It can be used in the ODE Channel Settings dialogue: see Illustration 102.

see also: chapter Channel Settings Dialogue

Illustration 102: Variable: Channel Unit

6.3.9. Ode.Identifier
See chapter Channel: Identifier

6.3.10. Ds.Dir.App

This variable refers to the installation folder of
DewesoftX®. You can see the system folder in the Global Settings (but you cannot change it).

This folder may be used to specify relative paths: i.e. It can be used in the Channel Settings Dialogue: see
also chapter Channel Settings Dialogue

Illustration 103: Variable: Application Directory
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6.3.11. Ds.Dir.Data

This variable refers to the DewesoftX® data-directory. The folder can be changed in the project settings:
see in Illustration 104.

This folder may be used to specify relative paths: i.e. It can be used in the Channel Settings Dialogue: see
also chapter Channel Settings Dialogue

Illustration 104: Project Folders
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6.3.12. Ds.Dir.Export

This variable refers to the DewesoftX® export-directory. The folder can be changed in the project
settings: see in Illustration 104.
This folder may be used to specify relative paths: i.e. It can be used in the Channel Settings Dialogue: see
also chapter Channel Settings Dialogue

6.3.12.1. Ds.Dir.Setup
This variable refers to the DewesoftX® data-directory (where the DewesoftX® channel-setup files *.dxs
are stored).

Illustration 104: Project Folders

Illustration 105: Storing Options Multifile

The file-name variables may be used to specify
the name of the .csv files: see also chapter
Channel Settings Dialogue.

In Illustration 105 you can see that we have set the
filename to Test and activated the
multifile-feature, so that the full file-name will be
Test_0000: In this case the variables will have the
values as specified below.

6.3.13. Ds.File.Directory
This variable refers to the directory of the
DewesoftX® data-file. See 'Folder' in Illustration
105

C:\Dewesoft\Data

6.3.14. Ds.File.Name
This variable refers to the full name of the
DewesoftX® data-file.

Test_0000
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6.3.15. Ds.File.BaseName
This variable refers to the base name of the
DewesoftX® data-file. If the multifile-feature is
deactivated this variable will be the same as
Ds.File.Name.

Test

6.3.16. Ds.File.MultiFilePostfix
This variable refers to the multifile-postfix of the
DewesoftX® data-file. If the multifile-feature is
deactivated this variable will be empty (blank
text).

0000

6.3.17. Ds.File.Directory
This variable refers to the directory of the
DewesoftX® data-file.

C:\Dewesoft\Data

The start-storing time variables may be used as part of the .csv files: see also chapter Channel Settings
Dialogue.
Note: the start storing time will NOT change when a new multifile is started (in comparison to the
Ds.File.* variables). For example, when the start storing time UTC is 20th, Nov. 2014, 19:06:30 the
variables will have the values as specified below.

6.3.18. Ds.StartStoringUTC.min
Start storing time UTC with resolution to minutes.

2014_11_20_19_06

6.3.19. Ds.StartStoringUTC.min_c
Start storing time UTC with resolution to minutes
in compact format.

201411201906

6.3.20. Ds.StartStoringUTC.sec
Start storing time UTC with resolution to seconds.

2014_11_20_19_06_30

6.3.21. Ds.StartStoringUTC.sec_c
Start storing time UTC with resolution to seconds
in compact format.

20141120190630

6.3.22. Ds.Header.UNIQUE_ID
Custom header section. Header line text field enables the user to insert a customized header text. The
text in this field will be placed in the output file at the top of the file before any data. The text field also
supports variables such as %Ode.Channel.Name% like in the other text fileds of the plugin. It is also
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possible to access the variables in the general Dewesoft Data Header (under Options/Settings/Data
Header) by calling %Ds.Header.UNIQUE_ID%

The channel header grid allows the user to create additional header lines for each channel. This text will
be added to the file after the common header line. The Name field will be written in the first column
and the Channel header will be written to each channel's column.

Example file output with custom header as shown in the attached picture:

Data file name: Test_G2_dec2020_0013
Created on 03/12/2020 at 14:27:45
Storing data rate = 1s Raw sample rate = 20000pts/s

Comment: This is a test comment from Dewesoft Data Header.

Ch. number 1 2 3:
Coef. a 1,000000E+00 1,000000E+00 1,000000E+00
Unit Hz V A
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03/12/2020 14:27:45.927 1,687452E+05 6,399098E+01 4,578228E+02
03/12/2020 14:28:36.072 1,686912E+05 6,403311E+01 4,579409E+02

7. Warranty information

Notice
The information contained in this document is subject to change without notice.

Note:
Dewesoft d.o.o. shall not be liable for any errors contained in this document. Dewesoft MAKES NO
WARRANTIES OF ANY KIND WITH REGARD TO THIS DOCUMENT, WHETHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED.
DEWESOFT SPECIFICALLY DISCLAIMS THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS
FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Dewesoft shall not be liable for any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or
consequential damages, whether based on contract, tort, or any other legal theory, in connection with
the furnishing of this document or the use of the information in this document.

The copy of the specific warranty terms applicable to your Dewesoft product and replacement parts can
be obtained from your local sales and service office. To find a local dealer for your country, please visit
https://dewesoft.com/support/distributors.

7.1. Calibration
Every instrument needs to be calibrated at regular intervals. The standard norm across nearly every
industry is annual calibration. Before your Dewesoft data acquisition system is delivered, it is calibrated.
Detailed calibration reports for your Dewesoft system can be requested. We retain them for at least one
year, after system delivery.

7.2. Support
Dewesoft has a team of people ready to assist you if you have any questions or any technical difficulties
regarding the system. For any support please contact your local distributor first or Dewesoft directly.

Dewesoft d.o.o.
Gabrsko 11a
1420 Trbovlje Slovenia

Europe Tel.: +386 356 25 300
Web: http://www.dewesoft.com
Email: Support@dewesoft.com
The telephone hotline is available Monday to Friday from 07:00 to 16:00 CET (GMT +1:00)

7.3. Service/repair
The team of Dewesoft also performs any kinds of repairs to your system to assure a safe and proper
operation in the future. For information regarding service and repairs please contact your local
distributor first or Dewesoft directly on https://dewesoft.com/support/rma-service.
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7.4. Restricted Rights
Use Slovenian law for duplication or disclosure. Dewesoft d.o.o. Gabrsko 11a, 1420 Trbovlje, Slovenia /
Europe.

7.5. Printing History
Version 2.0.0, Revision 217 Released 2015 Last changed: 23. July 2018 at 16:54.

7.6. Copyright
Copyright © 2015-2019 Dewesoft d.o.o. This document contains information which is protected by
copyright. All rights are reserved. Reproduction, adaptation, or translation without prior written
permission is prohibited, except as allowed under the copyright laws. All trademarks and registered
trademarks are acknowledged to be the property of their owners.

7.7. Trademarks
We take pride in our products and we take care that all key products and technologies are registered as
trademarks all over the world. The Dewesoft name is a registered trademark. Product families
(KRYPTON, SIRIUS, DSI, DS-NET) and technologies (DualCoreADC, SuperCounter, GrandView) are
registered trademarks as well. When used as the logo or as part of any graphic material, the registered
trademark sign is used as a part of the logo. When used in text representing the company, product or
technology name, the ® sign is not used. The Dewesoft triangle logo is a registered trademark but the ®
sign is not used in the visual representation of the triangle logo.
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8. Safety instructions
Your safety is our primary concern! Please be safe!

8.1. Safety symbols in the manual

Warning
Calls attention to a procedure, practice, or condition that could cause the body injury or death

Caution
Calls attention to a procedure, practice, or condition that could possibly cause damage to
equipment or permanent loss of data.

8.2. General Safety Instructions

Warning

The following general safety precautions must be observed during all phases of operation, service, and
repair of this product. Failure to comply with these precautions or with specific warnings elsewhere in
this manual violates safety standards of design, manufacture, and intended use of the product.
Dewesoft d.o.o. assumes no liability for the customer’s failure to comply with these requirements.

All accessories shown in this document are available as an option and will not be shipped as standard
parts.

8.2.1. Environmental Considerations
Information about the environmental impact of the product.

8.2.2. Product End-of-Life Handling
Observe the following guidelines when recycling a Dewesoft system:

8.2.3. System and Components Recycling
Production of these components required the extraction and use of natural resources. The substances
contained in the system could be harmful to your health and to the environment if the system is
improperly handled at its end of life! Please recycle this product in an appropriate way to avoid
unnecessary pollution of the environment and to keep natural resources.

This symbol indicates that this system complies with the European Union’s requirements
according to Directive 2002/96/EC on waste electrical and electronic equipment (WEEE).
Please find further information about recycling on the Dewesoft web site www.dewesoft.com

Restriction of Hazardous Substances
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This product has been classified as Monitoring and Control equipment and is outside the scope of the
2002/95/EC RoHS Directive. However, we take care of our environment and the product is lead-free.

8.2.4. General safety and hazard warnings for all Dewesoft systems
Safety of the operator and the unit depend on following these rules.

● Use this system under the terms of the specifications only to avoid any possible danger.
● Read your manual before operating the system.
● Observe local laws when using the instrument.
● DO NOT touch internal wiring!
● DO NOT use higher supply voltage than specified!
● Use only original plugs and cables for harnessing.
● You may not connect higher voltages than rated to any connectors.
● The power cable and connector serve as Power-Breaker. The cable must not exceed 3 meters, the

disconnect function must be possible without tools.
● Maintenance must be executed by qualified staff only.
● During the use of the system, it might be possible to access other parts of a more comprehensive

system. Please read and follow the safety instructions provided in the manuals of all other
components regarding warning and security advice for using the system.

● With this product, only use the power cable delivered or defined for the host country.
● DO NOT connect or disconnect sensors, probes or test leads, as these parts are connected to a

voltage supply unit.
● Ground the equipment: For Safety Class 1 equipment (equipment having a protective earth

terminal), a non-interruptible safety earth ground must be provided from the mains power
source to the product input wiring terminals.

● Please note the characteristics and indicators on the system to avoid fire or electric shocks.
Before connecting the system, please read the corresponding specifications in the product
manual carefully.

● The inputs must not, unless otherwise noted (CATx identification), be connected to the main
circuit of category II, III and IV.

● The power cord separates the system from the power supply. Do not block the power cord, since
it has to be accessible for the users.

● DO NOT use the system if equipment covers or shields are removed.
● If you assume the system is damaged, get it examined by authorized personnel only.
● Adverse environmental conditions are Moisture or high humidity Dust, flammable gases, fumes

or dissolver Thunderstorm or thunderstorm conditions (except assembly PNA) Electrostatic
fields, etc.

● The measurement category can be adjusted depending on module configuration.
● Any other use than described above may damage your system and is attended with dangers like

short-circuiting, fire or electric shocks.
● The whole system must not be changed, rebuilt or opened.
● DO NOT operate damaged equipment: Whenever it is possible that the safety protection features

built into this product have been impaired, either through physical damage, excessive moisture,
or any other reason, REMOVE POWER and do not use the product until the safe operation can be
verified by service-trained personnel. If necessary, return the product to Dewesoft sales and
service office for service and repair to ensure that safety features are maintained.

● If you assume a more riskless use is not provided anymore, the system has to be rendered
inoperative and should be protected against inadvertent operation. It is assumed that a more
riskless operation is not possible anymore if the system is damaged obviously or causes strange
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noises. The system does not work anymore. The system has been exposed to long storage in
adverse environments. The system has been exposed to heavy shipment strain.

● Warranty void if damages caused by disregarding this manual. For consequential damages, NO
liability will be assumed!

● Warranty void if damage to property or persons caused by improper use or disregarding the
safety instructions.

● Unauthorized changing or rebuilding the system is prohibited due to safety and permission
reasons (CE).

● Be careful with voltages >25 VAC or >35 VDC! These voltages are already high enough in order to
get a perilous electric shock by touching the wiring.

● The product heats during operation. Make sure there is adequate ventilation. Ventilation slots
must not be covered!

● Only fuses of the specified type and nominal current may be used. The use of patched fuses is
prohibited.

● Prevent using metal bare wires! Risk of short circuit and fire hazard!
● DO NOT use the system before, during or shortly after a thunderstorm (risk of lightning and high

energy over-voltage). An advanced range of application under certain conditions is allowed with
therefore designed products only. For details please refer to the specifications.

● Make sure that your hands, shoes, clothes, the floor, the system or measuring leads, integrated
circuits and so on, are dry.

● DO NOT use the system in rooms with flammable gases, fumes or dust or in adverse
environmental conditions.

● Avoid operation in the immediate vicinity of high magnetic or electromagnetic fields,
transmitting antennas or high-frequency generators, for exact values please refer to enclosed
specifications.

● Use measurement leads or measurement accessories aligned with the specification of the
system only. Fire hazard in case of overload!

● Do not switch on the system after transporting it from a cold into a warm room and vice versa.
The thereby created condensation may damage your system. Acclimatise the system unpowered
to room temperature.

● Do not disassemble the system! There is a high risk of getting a perilous electric shock.
Capacitors still might be charged, even if the system has been removed from the power supply.

● The electrical installations and equipment in industrial facilities must be observed by the security
regulations and insurance institutions.

● The use of the measuring system in schools and other training facilities must be observed by
skilled personnel.

● The measuring systems are not designed for use in humans and animals.
● Please contact a professional if you have doubts about the method of operation, safety or the

connection of the system.
● Please be careful with the product. Shocks, hits and dropping it from already-  lower level may

damage your system.
● Please also consider the detailed technical reference manual as well as the security advice of the

connected systems.
● This product has left the factory in safety-related flawlessness and in proper condition. In order to

maintain this condition and guarantee safety use, the user has to consider the security advice
and warnings in this manual.

EN 61326-3-1:2008
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IEC 61326-1 applies to this part of IEC 61326 but is limited to systems and equipment for industrial
applications intended to perform safety functions as defined in IEC 61508 with SIL 1-3.

The electromagnetic environments encompassed by this product family standard are industrial, both
indoor and outdoor, as described for industrial locations in IEC 61000-6-2 or defined in 3.7 of IEC 61326-1.

Equipment and systems intended for use in other electromagnetic environments, for example, in the
process industry or in environments with potentially explosive atmospheres, are excluded from the
scope of this product family standard, IEC 61326-3-1.

Devices and systems according to IEC 61508 or IEC 61511 which are considered as “operationally
well-tried”, are excluded from the scope of IEC 61326-3-1.

Fire-alarm and safety-alarm systems, intended for the protection of buildings, are excluded from the
scope of IEC 61326-3-1.
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9. Documentation version history

Version Date Notes

0.0.0.1449 28.07.2014 BETA test-version for DEMO at SCB

1.0.0 12.01.2015 First release version

1.0.1 07.04.2015 Fixed problem with Discarded Rows
channels: when you had multiple
groups, all discarded rows have been
added to the last group

1.0.2 17.08.2015 ☑ Improved handling when the
DB-connection is lost (the currently
executed command will be retried in
that case – it was just discarded before)
☑ Fixed problem with infrequent
triggers: When the channel buffer has
wrapped around without any trigger,
subsequent triggers were not detected
☑ Fixed possible Int-Overflow bug
☑Added support and doc for
single-value channels
☑When you stopped and immediately
restarted the measurement (in measure
mode), there was a “Measure error”
message
☑ Fixed a memory leak when writing
.csv files
☑Changes to start-strategy: added new
strategy: Time, added info channel:
Sample Used

1.1.0 21.08.2015 ☑Updated to Delphi XE8
☑Updated to UniDac 6.1.6 → removed
info about “Native OleDB provider” - not
needed anymore

1.1.1 06.07.2016 ☑Added Variables Ds.File.Directory,
Ds.Dir.Setup
☑MS SQL server: better handling when
the connection to the MS SQL is lost will
not decrease the command retry count
in case of SHUTDOWN in progress

1.2.0 22.12.2016 ☑Added Async sampling mode for
Sampling Groups (in addition to the
existing Fixed sampling mode)
☑Added Activation channel feature to
Fixed sampling mode
☑Added a feature to write DewesoftX®
events to a csv file.
☑XML Setup structure has changed
☑Async channels: when a sample at a
time before the first sample is requested
it will now be 0 (was the first sample
before)
☑DOC: Removed old warning about
“OleDB provider” in chapter “3.4.2.3 SQL
Server: Date-Time”
☑DOC: updated some info and
screenshots related to HW setup to
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DewesoftX® X2

1.2.1 05.01.2017 ☑ Improved database write logic:
□ start of acquisition: better handling for
reading the meta-data (related to
timing)
□ stop of storing: in rare cases the last
db-command was not written to the
database
☑ csv export: fixed problem when the
file-name had no extension

1.3.0 07.02.2018 ☑ Support for 64-bit DewesoftX® X3
☑Updated to Unidac 7.2.5
☑ Fixed a minor error when creating a
new sampling group, changing the
name and then clicking on a tab-sheet
☑ The status channels “#commands”
and “Buffer size” are not stored any more
automatically to the DewesoftX®
data-file.

1.3.0 28.08.2020 ☑ Updated design of the manual to the
new Dewesoft X3 look.

V20-1 07.09.2020 New template

V21-1 26.07.2020 6.3.22. Ds.Header.UNIQUE_ID
- Added description of new

Custom header functionality
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